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ABSTRACT

Physical observations in the Beatrix Basin, Marlborough

Sounds, Nerv Zealand., revealed four distinct regions :

a partially exposed northern region with moderate

water currents, Iow rainfall, small catchment area and

scant freshwater inflow; a central highly e4posed region

with strong currents, moderate rainfallr rro land

catchment area and no direct freshwater inflow; an

eastern region with a high degree of e>rposure and

strong rvater movement, moderate rainfall, extensive

catchment and seasonally high freshrvater inflovr; a

southern sheltered region with sluggish rvater movement,

comparatively high rainfa1l, extensive catchrnent and

the highest rainfall in Lhe study area.

Differences between the four regions in monthly mean

tenqgerature and salinity were slight and there was an

indication of more rnixing in. the central region than

elsewhere. No thermocline was observed and surface

water temperature demonstrated a diurnal rhythm in

summer. Mean winter temperature feII to 10oC and rose

to IToc in summer. Mean salinity ranged from 3z.Bo/oo

in winter to 34,8o/oo in sunmer and no halocline was

present. Salinity feIl occasionally after heavy rain,

but tidal currents soon dissipated the freshwater except
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in the southern region where it persi.sted for a short

time.

The reproductive cycles of Peqra canal:Lcr+lus and Mytilus

edr:.|is aoteanus, the occurrence of their ]arvae in

plankton samples, their season of settlement and peaks

in set.tlement activity, were monitored. Physical

environmental conditions preceed,ing or accompanying

spatfall v/ere recorded. A broad temporal relationship

was found, between spawning ad,ult mussels, pelagic larvae,

environmental conditions, and. settlement of Perna

canaliculus in Elie Bay. It appears that P. canaliculus

spawned in early sumner and in autumn when the rvater

temperature was I810.5oC. However, it was not possible

to predict spatfall since the d.uration of the pelagic

phase was not known and settlement is a function of

larval survival and dispersal, as well as the presence

of a suitable substrate.

Accurate spatfall prediction is reguired to facilitate

timed. immersion of spat-collecting ropes whiIe ensuring

"seasoning" and avoiding fouling. As it was not possible

to pred,ict settlement by relating it to other biological

or physical phenomena, this study sought an alternative

spat-collecting material not so susceptible to fouling

but stilI attractive to mussels. Carbon black fibrillated

polypropylene film proved to be such an alternative.



The deter-mi=nation of, available f;eiod f-or rnuss.als within
the study, area was atte:mpted using particulate organic

nit::ogen as th,e indicator. The problemE encounte:ed,

are diseusEed. The csneentration of, particuJ-ate

organie ni"tro,gerr was J.t.78Ug aE, I'i/li,tre.

The larvae of Myti,l,us edulip ?p-Lq,'alug" arrd Sgl,ae,o,rg}ta

maoriana were reared. in ttre laboratory to the late

veliger stage. trhe $rost likeJ-y causes of ttteir failure
to rnetanorphose \Alerie a too high larval density, Em excess

of, food org:dnisms and tfie lack of a suit,abLe sulcstrate

fsr settl-erirent. It was nst possibtre to induce spawning

of Perna. canaliculus unde,tr controlled condit,ions.
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SECTION ONE

GENERAL INTRODUCTION



Mussels were first farmed in the thirteenth century by an

Irish sailor shipwrecked. on the west coas't of France

(Andreu, l95B). His method, known as the bouchot system,

(see Fie1d L922, fversen 1968), is still the principal

nethod of mussel cur tivation in France. In i{o}land

mussels are cultivated on the seabed (Havinga, 1964) and,

prod.uction has reached lO5,90O tonnes annually (Maclean,

L9721 . The Galician Rias of Spain prod,uce 504 of total
world production (I70,000 tonnes) according to Andreu

(1973). Here, the method of cultivation is on ropes

hanging from rafts. This method, and variations of it
(Fauvel 1954, Nikolic & Stojnic 1963, Andreu 1958, Waugh

1968, L97I, Ivanov L971, I971a, Maclean 1972, Martinez

1971, Mason 1972, L972a, Machado & Mota L974) is now the

most widely practised.

The d.emand for mussels in New Zealand, has in recent years

exceeded the supply which was made up entirely of dredged

Perna canaliculus, although the cosmopolitan Mytilus

edulis (subspecies aoteanus) is present in New Zealand

waters. Despite a rising tendency in the land.ings of
dredged mussels in 1958, it.had already been noticed. that
mussel beds were not being replenished (Reid, 1969).

Commercial landings reached a maximum in 1961 and then

declined rapidly until in 1967 when no regular landings

were made (Greenway, 1969). The first experimental raft
was launched in 1955 at Ponui Island., Hauraki Gulf

z



(MacFarlane, I97I) and this was followed by another experi-
mental raft at Te Kouma llarbour, Coromandel (Greenway,

1969a). In 1969 commercial-sized pontoons were launched

in the Hauraki Gulf (MacFarlane op. cit.) and the Marlbo-

rcugh SounCs (Guard, L97L) . In the l:iter area, nrussai

beds had been d,epleted. by over-dredging in the same

manner as in the Hauraki GuIf (Stead , Lg72).

Long term research was initiated by Victoria University in
conjunction with Fisheries Research Division, Ir{arine

Department, in mid-1958 in the Marlborough Sounds (Flaws,

1971). The Fishing fndustry Board, hosted a seminar on

mussel cultivation in L97L, where the state of the indus-

try and. its future potential were assessed. The predic-
tion of spatfall (Guard. 1971, MacFarlane 1971, Iniaugh

I971a), and the hydrology of prospective mussel farming

areas (Greenway irgli-, Waugh op. cit.) were Ermong the

topics thought to require further research. This study

was initially planned with these two topics in mind.

The Beatrix Bay/Clova Bay/Crail Bay complex in the Marl-

borough Sounds (Figure 1.1). was selected as the stud,y

area for a number of reasons. The area encompasses a

collection of bays which seemed different enough hydro-

logically to permit comparative analysis; it was at the

same time a large self-contained area of water which

cou1d also be treated. as a whole. It was not on any of
the more popular navigation routes, a!,ray from the main

3



MARLBOROUGH SOUNDS

(By permission of the Department of the Navy)





FIGURE 1.1

MARLBOROUGH SOUNDS

(Study area coloured)



recreational area and free from any pollution. If

any substantial area coulcl be set asicle for mussel

farming within the }"larlborough Sounds, this area

appeared to be the most like1y choice. It was decided

Lo call tire en ti:e regio:r tae Bea::ix Basin (Figure

1.2) since Beatrix Bay is the largest component.

A d,etailed overall picture of any area being considered

for intensive mussel farndng is of undisputed value.

Climatological, hydrological, biologi-cal as rvell as

sociological information is essential before a reliable

assessment of the potential of an area can be attempted.

Studies along these lines hrere initiated during the

present research progranme within the limits of available

time and resources.

Observations on the physiography, climate and hydrology

of the study area are presented irr Section Two. Section

Three deals wit'h aspects of reproduction and settlement

behaviour of mussels with observations on the more

important competing organisms. This section also deals

with the discovery of a nett, rope for rnussel farming. The

potential of the Beatrix Basin for intensive mussel

farming is discussed in Section Four in the light of the

present findings. Appendix A is a review of methods which

have been used in determining the availability of food

for mussels and the difficulties encountered with the

method adopted. An attempt to rear mussel larvae in the

5



BEATRTX BASIN, MARLBOROUGH SOUNDS

The stud.y area tfas callecl the Beatrix Basin after

Beatrix Bay which comprises the largest s"retch

of water.
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l,aboratolT was not entirely sue,cessful, howe,ver, the

resul-ts obtained and possible reasons for f,ailurer dx@,

prese-nLed in Appendix B.

gour proqre$s reports $rere pr:oduee,d rd.uring the corilrs:€

o'f the stud)" and widely circuLated both wi-thin mew

Zealan€l and overis'eas, The airn of these reports was to

rnake inforutation avaj.lable, as it came to hand.. PrelimJ.nary

resralts were iii-seussed ,on tjlre,e occagions at mussel work*

s,hops origanised by the Fishing Industrgr Board. Thre,e

papers on aspe.cts qf the research pjroqiramme were presented

at .conf,erene.es of, the New Zealan'd Marine Soienceg Society,

The rmrssel research p:coErramrne was. also the topic of

senninars delivered at the Ros,ensteil. SehooL of Marine and

Atmosphetic Science, I,4ian'ti, FJ-orida, and the Food

TeCnno-logy Departnrent of, the East-t{est Center, Honolulu'

Ilawaii.. The present study has resulted in th:ree Bublic-
atj.ons t,o date (Tortell- L972, t9:l6at L976bil

7
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S ECT I ON T1VO

PHYSICAL OBSERVATIONS IN THE BEATRIX BASII'I,

I4ARLBOROUGH SOUNDS
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2-L Pi{YSlOGRAPHV

Geological I{istory

The oldest rocks in the }larlborough Souncls region belong

Lo the ilarl-borcuE.: ticnists G;oup (Sterrens, L974) . T;::se

were laid down in the oriqinal New Zealand geosyncline

during the Carboniferous (Grindley, 1961) and metamorphosed

by subsequent burial during the Triassj-c.

Cook Strait was probably formed in the Upper Pliocene but

the Upper Pleistocene drop in sea level reformed. the land

bridge across the Strait. During the last glaciation the

area received large amounts of river gravels and formed

part of a moist cool-temperate forest between the alpine

regions of the trvo islands. By this time the Land had

been tilted in such a r./ay as to reverse the original

drainage pattern of the area (Stevens r L974 ). The

present day Marlborough Sound.s are the submerged. remnants

of this ancient valley svstem.

The study area lies across one of the many faults in the

region lvith Pelorus Group greywackes and argi'lU-tes on

the d.ownthrown western side and llarlborough Schists of
the Pelorus Regional Anticline on the uplifted eastern

side (Figure 2. f) . The schists are of the Chlorite Sub-

Zone II and the result of high stress low temperature

activity. They grade into the greywackes which are of

the undifferentiated type and which contain a prominent

f3



MARLtsOROUGH SOUNDS GEOLOGY

A sinplified geological map oi the I'Iarlborough

Sounds adapted from Beck (1964). The study

area (in yellow) is bissected by at least one

fault line rvhich is shown clearly in the cross-

section A - B.



FIGURE 2.1

MARLBOROUGH

GEOLOGY

(From: Beck,
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1964)

(Study area coloured)
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band of red volcanic conglomerate exposed

shores of Crail Bay and againr partially,

(Beck, 19 64) .

the western

Beatrix Bay

Tc.oogra::hy

The Beatrix Basin (see Figure 2.3) is characterised by

steep hills (mean altitude 650m) often rising straight

from the water's edge. A11 comparatively level ground'

occurs on the eastern and southeastern aspects. The whole

area is dominated by the mass of Mt Stokes (1200m) and

Mt Kiwi (975m) which are situated centrally on the eastern

side. At the northern end the Basin is separated from

Forsythe Bay and Cook Strait by a narrow isthmus of land

3km long and 180m at its hiqhest point. The entrance to

the area, w-hich is 2.2km wide. is situated cenbrally on

the rvestern side. The local topography results in

exposure from the northerly and northwesterly aspects.

The great majority of the catchment area, which totals
)92.7km', is covered in either bush or scrub (see Figure

2.2\. Pasture forms a very small percentage of the total

area and is restricted to the scarce level ground round

Wet Inlet, EIie Bay, Manaroa and Beatrix Bay. Extensive

reafforestation with exotic pines is planned for most of

the area.

The longest axis of the Basin is l5.6km while the total

water surface area is 50.75k-m2. The region can be divided'

on

in

,5



BEATRIX BASIN

The main physical features of the

are shown as well as Predominant

at I97 4. Extensi-ve areas of bush

witl be shortly planted in exotic

study area

lancl use as

and scrub

pine fores t
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BEATRIX BASIN

Photographic mosaic of the study area showing

the division into regions adopted for hydro-

logical studies.

(By permission of Lands & Survey Department)





into four broad areas namely,

Clova Bay at the east centre,

a central area (see Figure 2.

Beatrix Bay to the north,

Crail Bay to the south, anC

3).

Fra shw.eL-e'r (Eiqur: 2. +)

Some of the streams in the Basin were monitored at the end

of summer L974 using a Gurley Pigmy type flowmeter.

Drought cond.itions had prevailed for some time prior to

the measurements and therefore the d.ata is possj-b1y an

underestimation. The Manaroa River, which is normally the

largest in the area, was completely dry. lvlany other

streams were too Iow for flowmeter recordings. The highest

flow recorded was on one of the secondary streams in trIet

rnlet. This short stream was carrying nearly 0.Sm3r/s.

This, and most other streams still flow-ing at the time,

are known to be spring-fed.

Bathl'.rnetrY

The bathymetry of the Beatrix Basin rvas determined usi-ng

the Simrad Skipper echosounder on board the R V Tirohia.

The resulting chart is shown in Figure 2.5. The.seabed

is basically flat and approximately 30m in depth over the

majority of the Basin except for a slight rise into Clova

and Crail Bays. There is a sill at the entrance with a

steep drop to nearly 60m on the outside. An interesting

feature is a pinnacle which occurs in the centre of the

Basin and which rises from 30m to 9m below the surface-

It is possible thab this is an outcrop of the red volcanic

Ir,ilcw

l8



BEATRIX BASIN FP,.ESHTdATER INFLOT/,I

Streams were monitored, in late summer L971

after an ext'remely drY Period.
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FIGUFE 2.5

sdetnrx BAgxN BATSYMETRY

sturvey carrie€l out by echosounding on r v llirohia'

FIGURE 2.6

EE,A,TRTX BAST.N - SELECTED BOTlIOM 
.PROFILES

EchosOunder traceS reveal-ed Scour trenehers off most

headLands in Be-atrix Basin. These indicate currents

stsro-ng enough to prevent rnud from setttrinE in these areas'



BEATRTX BA^SIN

BATHYMETRY

lsobolhs in melres
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argillite and conglomerate band.

There are two depressions on either side of the pi-nnacle

possibly caused by turbulence due to tidal currents,

Scouring sf the bottorn :-s conrinon of f niost o.[ F-he heaClanri.s

in the Basin as well as south of Ouokaha Island (Figure

2.61. As aII these scourings are about 10rn deeper than

the surrounding bottom it is possible that this represents

the thickness of the nud layer which is prevented, from

f orming where currents of certain magnitud.es occur. Ivtean

depths and est'imated volumes of water for each of the

four regions appear in Table 2.4. The maximum tidal

ampliLude recorded over a period of four weeks in August

1973 at Beatrix Bay wharf r,sas 2,3m while the minimum was

I.2m. Plaxima of up to 4m are reported to occur at extreme

spring tides. If 2m is taken as the mean amplitude (Heath,

L974) the tidal compartments would be as in Table 2.4.

2.2

Methods

CLIMATE

Brightlands Bay climatological station (41o 04' s' 173()

5lr E) is situated ca 12km to the west of Beatrix Basin

and apart from a number of rainfall stations, was the

only one in the Marlborough Sounds. The Elie Bay station

was set up in September L972 with the aim of provid.ing

further informat,ion on the Sounds climate in general and

2t



the study area in particular. Due t.o the size of the study

area and its physiography there are lis'.:-tations in apply-

ing the results from Elie Bay to the rest <:f the Basin.

Elie Bay cl-inatoiogic.rl s ta:ion ( 410 0 iJ' .s, lTlo 5? ' s) is

situated about 50m from the shore at an alt.itude of 9m and

is surrounded by hills except from the westerly quarter

(see Plates 2.L and 2.2'). Recordings were made at 0800

NZST and included:-

a) cloud amount in eighths

b) visibility in kilometres

c) surface wind direction and speed' (Beaufort scale)

d) rainfall over previous 24 hours

e) maximum temperature over previous 24 hours

f 'l mi ni mrrm temDerat-urr iS 24 hOUfSL t r,.rrir^.,t.Llo temperatUfe ovgr preV:LOt

g) sea condition (a1so recorded at 1200 hours)

h) wet and dry bu]b thermometer readings

i) other phenomena like snow, hail, thunder' etc-

Items a), b) and i) tvere not relevant to the present study

while c) was discarded in favour of recordings from a

Lambrecht Anemograph which was installed on a standard

mast at a height of 6m (see Plate 2.2). The instrument

recorded wind direction by a wind vane against time of day.

Wind run in metres was also recOrded and mean wind speeds

evaluated from this. The anemog:raph does not record wind

gusts- Data for the period February L973 to February L974

was processed by the New Zealand Meteorological Service

22



PLA,TE 2.L

ELIE BAy PzuitOAAt{IC VIE}il

ELie Ealt is viewed f,rora Elie Pt arnd lies to the

right of t}re pi,cture. on the left is- Eopai Bay

rrribh Separation Pt between the two bays. The

arrow Lndieates the positioq of the cl'imatologieal

statlon.

PLATE 2.2

ELIE BAY CLI!ATOLOGICAX STATION

The view from the station iookinE across Elie Eay

towards EIie Pt, (just eut of the trricture on the

right). The station is virtually surrounded b1i'

hilLs except frorn the northerl-y an-cl northwesterLy

direetions.
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comtr),uter using a iE.tandard prograna|e.

A standard ty'pe rain Eauge wittr a diameter of L2-7cm at

the coLlect-ing ri.rn was rnou'-ted o\ter a trevetr, grassed,

surfaee With the base Sunk in the ground and the rinr 30crn

abs:rre gnourad. Readings we,re taken to the nearest 0'1r'om.

Sinee no d.ire.cL rneaslrrements Werie availab'ler the rat' of,

evapCIration from tle water sur:face in, ttie Beatrix Basin

was estima,ted by the appliea,ti'on of' a nodified Set lersr/

Budyko f,o:rrnula (Csulterr New Zealand MeteoroLOgic'al

Service, Bers. corn.) ::-

E=0.11 xux (es e)

wherre:

0,Ll = constant

u = wind sPeed in m/s

es = satq.lrat"ion vaS>our ptessure at the
tenperature of, t'he water s'urf,aa'e

e = air vapour pre€gure,

Severe llrnitatio.ns are inherent to the formuLa and iLs

appli.Cation to the stud{' arda. 'Ehe data thus o,btained'

cannot'be taken as more than a mere indieation of the

true rate of, eva:5loration.

Ehe sea ,condition was assessed ae:cordi'ng to the. standard

scale ia T.able 2.I. EIie Bay is a VeEy sheltered area

7,+



anil this

the, rest

data is theref'ore liutited"

of, tiie Beatrix Basi-n -

i-n its applieatlon to

Gode

0

1

2

3

4

5,

5

7

I

I

Metres
(vrave heiEht)

iQ

0. 0-0. x

6, t-.0,5

0,.5'-1. 25

7.2s-2.5

2. s-4.0

4" 0-6.:0

'6.0-9.0

9r' 0- tr'A ' 0

ever 14.0

TIIBLE 2. ]. STATE OF TIIE SEA

Description

calnr (gJ.assyJ

caln (r'i,pp.led)

smooth {wavel'ets)

slight

moderate

rough

very rough

high

ver;r higlt

phenonrenal

Resultg

Ehe Beatrix Ba,sin was a windy area according to the re'cords

for the study period. The ntean sp.eed was 7'3 knots wLth a

'maxirttqry- hour}y mean of 30 knots. There l^tere 875 hours of

e.al4 d:uring the tWel-ve^ months sf obEefvation, 'loostly d'uring

the winter rnonths or late srrnmer. trhe wind'iest nonths were

23



October and Noverlber

(Figure 2.7) . there

to be a calm Period

the afternoon. The

Figure 2.8.

Winds from the north, south and

frequent while westerlies were

only slight differences in wind

while June and July v/ere the calmest

wcls a tendency for the earl)' morning

with the wind rising to a peak towurds

resultanL diurnal pattern is shown in

southeast were the most

rare. Ivlonthly records show

direction (Figure 2.9) -

Northerly winds were over 10 knots nearly 508 oi the time

and the top speed from this direction was 24 knots.

southerly winds recorded. a maximum speed of 28 knots and

were over I0 knots for 5gz of the time. I^lincs from the

southeasterly dj-rection recorded 30 knots on two occasions

and rvere over I0 knots for 792 of the time'

It seems therefore that while westerlies were insignificant'

easterly winds were stightly more common but just as light.

Northerlies were quite persistent and could be quite fresh,

while southerlies and. southeasterlies were both very common

and. strongi (Figure 2.f0) -

Rainfall in 1973 was below normal alL over New zealand'

mainly by 2OZ (New Zealand Meteorological Service, 1974)'

lilarlborough in particular suffered from a persistenca of

below average rainfall for seven successive months (New

zealand Meteorological Service, L973). In |Iovember when

2b



ELIE BAY - IVEATHER 1973

Rainfa1l, estimated evaporation and, mean wind

speed for each month.



ELIE BAY

Weother 1973



FIGURE 2.8

FIGURE 2.9

FIGURE 2.LO

2B



FIGURE 2.,8

DITJRNAL WIND RIIYTTIPI

FIeaR horrrLy Values fof wind speed over a twelve rnonth

period.

FIGURE 2 .9

ELIE: BAg - WIND ROSES

Wind direction expr'eseed as a persentage for eastr

rtonthr Ers wel,L as for the whole year. Re'oor ingrs

w€tre fiade at 0800 houtrs.

FIGURE 2.10

WIND S'TRENGTII ACCORDT-NG TO DIRECTION
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the dry period ended, rainfall was above average by more

than 50*.

A tentative rainfall d.istribution for the Marlborough

Sounds Cu;ii:g l--he sLuCl' period is sl.r.own ir Eiguie 2.II.

The figure rvas constructed from data recorded during L973

and supplemented by past records mad.e available by the

Irlerv Zealand Meteorological Service. Elie Bay recorded.

1558mm with November being the wettest month and. February

the driest. Havelock at the head. of the Sound appears to

have been the driest area in Pelorus Sound while hlaitaria

in Kenepuru Sound had the maximum annual total. Another

station which recorCed a high rainfall was Rai Valley and,

although inland, rainfall in this area influences the

Sound through the Pelorus River. The maximum precipitation

over a 24-hour period occurred on May 13 at Picton with a

southerly roind. The amount recorded on that occasion was

121mm. The maxirnum 24-hour precipitation at Elie Bay was

70mm recorded on August 12 with a northerly wind..

The estimated total evaporation at Elie Bay for 1973 was

8l4mm. January with c. 90mm showed the highest evaporation

while July and September record.ed the lowest with c. 50mm

(Figure 2.7). The total volume of evaporation estimated to

have taken place from the water surface in the Beatrix

Basin during 1973 was 4I.25 x 196*3. rf the total fresh-

water gain by direct precipilation and stream run-off is

I
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MARLBOROUGH SOUIjIDS - RAINF'ALL DTSTRIBUTION 1973

Isohyets constriusted from d'ata recorded by t'he

stations indicated byr red dots during L9T3 and

fitted aecording to past records ma.d'e available

by the N.Z. Meteonologieal servicre.

I
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Laken as absut 21.8.5 x 105m3,

aceounts f'or 18.98 (see Table

freshwater gain).

loss by evaporatisn

fo,r explanation of

the

2.4

As a result of the enclqsed. natrfre o.f the leaErix Ba:rin

Thsse is no direct oceanic influence on the sea condition

in the area, [.Ieavy swell in Cook Strait might have an

effect on the tidal conditsioas within Lhe Basin but the

only foree responsible fsr wav€ generation is the local

wi.nd, Thus the sea condition .is Eov.erned entirely by

the wind and shows the sam€,diurnal pattern as described.

above (Figure 2. I ) .

The uraximiirn heigh! of sea recorded at Elie Bay was L.25rn

Wlrieh corresponds to a value of 3 olfl the standard sq,ale

(Table Z,Ir. Th.e most exposed areas in the Beatrix Basin

are the oentral and Clova Bay regions (Eastern) where

wanre,s of, up to 2m srefe experienced dUring ttre gltiesent study.

2.3

MgFhqds

Ni-ne stations

at the surface

November 1972

obtained witlt

HYDROLOGY

(see TabLe 2.2 and E igure z.LZl 'were sanpled

and at IOm, approximate.LXr nonthly between

and Oetober 1973. The water samples were

a Nansen Bott-Ie eguipped with a reversing

5t



BEATRIX BASIN - HYDROLOGICAL STATIONS
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thermometer. Temperatures viere read

and saUnities determined to 0.O1o7oo

rnductive Salinometer (Brown & Harnon'

A Gra;rt tenperature recorder situatec

Waimaru Bay was used to record hourly

five probes. The probes were set as

to the nearest 0.1oC

using an Autolab

19 61) .

an '-he raft ai

temperatures from

follows:

1. surface - on mussel rope

2. surface - on flotation drum

3. at 3.5m - on mooring chain

4. on the bottom - c. 6m

5. embedded. in the bottom mud.

Drift cards and fluoreseene dye were used to determine

tidal flow patterns. Some 2000 drift cards sealed in

plastic envelopes (Olsen, 1951) $/ere released, on a number

of occasions over a period of 15 months rvithin the Beatrix

Basin and the immediate vicinity. Recovery rates were

poor, especially in winter due to the remoteness of the

area. However, a search of the beaches after one set of

releases resulted in recovery rates of up to 86?.

The fluorescene dye powder was packed in 1509 amounts and

dropped from an aircraft at the rate of approximately

four packets per kilometre (see Brodie, 1958). Ivlovement

of the dye patches was followed from the air for about

90 minutes (Plate 2.3).

t5



FLUORESCENE DYE PATCHES

A trail of dlze patches is shown between

Whakamawahi Pt and Opani-Aputa Pt (nearer

observer) moving out of the stud.y area

during an ebbing tide.
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TABLE 2.2 HYDI1OLOGICAL STATTOI{S

(1)

(2)

(5)

(4)

(s)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(s)

STATION

Main entrance

Beatrix entTance

Beatrix west

Beatrix east

Clova entrance

Crail entrance

Crail west

Elie

Hopai

S

41o04'

4loogst

41oo1s'

4Loozst

4loosg'

41006 t

4loo1,

4loo7T,

41o066'

E

17505g'

174000 t

1740005 '

L740022'

174ooos'

1.7io585'

L730 573l

17so59z t

l.7sosg5t

DEPTH

55n

33n

33m

32m

3ln

33m

8m

1fin

7m

Results

Monthly recordings for temperature and salinity from the

surface and 10m at each of nine stations in the Beatrix

Basin are shown in Figures 2.13 and 2.L4. Surface temPera-

tures were higher than at IOm in sunmer rvhile the reverse

occurred in winter at most stations. T\llo exceptions were

stations 5 and 5 which recorded slightly higher temperatures

at the surface both in winter and sunmer. Station 9 also

showed this tendency but to a lesser extent. The difference

between the surface and 10m was usually less than IoC and' no

thermocline was seen to be developed,. Station I at the

entrance to the Basin recorded the lowest summer temperature

35



BEATRIX BASIN - TEIIIPEBASURE eI{D SALIIIITY

Monthly temE erature and salinity frorn the surf,ar-'r3-

and 10m at nine stations aE belo$tt

1 Main Entrance

Z Beatrix BaY Entrance

3 Eeatrix BaY $Iest

4 Beatri.x BaY East

5 Clova FaY Entrtmce

6 Crail Bay' Entf,ance

7 Crail West

I Elie Bay

9 Hopai Bay

l{eans f,or the vrhole of tseatrix Basin are shot*n in

ttre lower right €igure.
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and the highest winter temperature thus this station had

the lowest temperature fluctuation in the study area

(7.3oC). The reverse occurred in the sheltered southern

stations 7 and B.

Salinities in general were lower at the surface than at a

depth of 10m but no halocline was present. In August L973

all surface stations recorded a drop in salinity after

hearry rain. Station I, however, also recorded an equiva-

lent drop at IOm. This could, be an indication of the

mixing which is presumed to take place at this station-

The highest overall salinity recorded was 35o7oo .a

station 4 from 10m. The lowest salinity was 32.4o7oo .ttd

occurred at stations 7 and B at the surface. Stations 1

and 3 recorded the narrowest range in salinity throughout

the year, while station I had the widest range.

Following exceptionally heavy rain in early April J-975,

recordings made 24 hours after the rain had stopped showed

the following salinities.at the surface:

Tawero pt 24.50 1oo

whakamawahi Pt 3L.5o1oo

Raft B (saratoga) 29.3o1oo

Raft w (Inraimaru) 30.8o7oo

Raft E (Elie) 31.1o7oo

wet Inlet 14.50 loo
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Temperature means from hourly recordings at fiVe leveIs

in the water column during the nonths of FebruaTY, April,

July, and November are shown in Figure 2.I5. No record

was available f rom probe 3 (mid.-water) in FebruarY ' and

probe I (surface, oo rope) in April, due to failure of

the instrument. There \das no significant temperature

difference between the mussel rope and the flotation

drum, both of which were in the top 10cm of water. There

was a decrease in temperature with depth in summer and

the mud was colder than the surface by just over IoC.

This difference was greatly reduced in autumn and. comple-

tely reversed in winter when the mud became the warmest.

The temperature gradient assumed the sununer pattern by

November except that the mud was still not the coldest

by then. A diurnal temperature rhythm existed on the

surface throughout, the year although the rang'e was

reduced in autumn and minimal (o.4oc) in vrinter. The

Iower levels did not register a diurnal rhythm in winter.

Not all drift card recoveries were regard'ed' as significant

due to the scarcity of returns from some releases and'/or

the period of time between'release and recovery. Table

2.3 summarizes nine releases which were considered

re1iable. The effect of wind on the surface water circu-

lation is very marked (Figures 2.L6, 2.Ll and, 2.18) and

overrides the tidal flow on the surface. It was interes-

ting to note that when the wind was sufficiently light'
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WAIMARU RAFT - TEMPERATURES

Mean hourly temperatures from 5 probes

at four times of the Year.
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Some cards released near the entrance to the Beatrix Basin

on the f,alling tide were actually swept into the Basin

(Figure 2.158, release 26).

Dye patches on the risi-ng and faliing iides $iere used on

two occasions and the results were confl-icting. The

reason for the discrepancy lies again with the wind

cond.itions at the time of the experiment. In L973 con-

ditions were calm while during the L974 experiment there

was a 15 knot northwesterly wind.

Under calm cond,itions the flood tide resulted in a simple

circulation pattern with counter-clockwise currents in

both Beatrix Bay and Crail Bay (Figure 2.f9A). The cir-

culation in Beatrix Bay was observed with the aid of dye

patches not recorded in the figure. Crail Bay circula-

tion was deduced from dye traces 5 and 6 in Figure 2.20A

as weII as by the missing d.rift cards in Figure 2.tBA.

When the ebbing tide was not influenced^ by the wind

(Figure 2.19B) the water mass flowing down Pelorus Sound

was partially diverted into the Beatrix Basin by Tawero

Pt. This wedge extended some distance southward.s into

Crail Bay on the surface.

A slick, about Skm long, mad.e up of flotsarn and innurnerable

Aurelia aurita medusae, showed the convergence of the two

masses of water.
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FIGURE 2.16

FIGURE 2.L7

FIGURE 2.IB
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DRIFT CARD RECOVERIES AND POSSIBLE PATHS

The effect of wind and tide on drift cards

released within Beatrix Basin and its

immediate vicinity. See Tab1e 2-3 for details'
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In 1974 a northwesterly wind of 15 knots was sufficj-ent

to disturb the patterns noted above on both the incoming

and outgoinqr tides (Figure 2.20). surface water was

driven out of Beatrix Bay by the wind against the rising

ticle (trace 2 Figure 2.20A), while at the entrance to the

Basin the wedge of inner-Sound water described above

failed, to fJ-ow into the stud.y area. fn fact the wind'

drove the water coming out of Crail Bay southward,s into

Little Homewood Bay (Figure 2.208).

Garner A Ridgway (1955) and Heath (1973) encountered

similar wind effects during their work in Lyttelton

Harbour and Tasman Bay respectively. According to Hughes

(1956) and Rid.gway (1960) the surface water drifts on

average with 2.22 of the wind speed in the same direction.

Although the wind, factor is expected to be reduced near

coastlines where tidal streams are present (Bowden, 1953)

it seems that in the study area the surface flow is strongly

influenced by the wind.

Figure 2.2L shows the resultant surface water circulation

when not influenced by the wind. No information on.sub-

surface circulation is available but this is expected to

be rather complex with a Possibility of internal tides

occurring (Heath' pers. comm.).
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MOVEMENT OF DYE TRACES

Dye traces laid in straight lines

on the rising tide as rvell as the

were carried by wind and tide in

shown.

as indicated,

falling tide,

the directions
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TIDAL CIRCULATION IN BEATRTX BASIN

Surface water movement as deduced from drift

cards and dye patches without the influence

of wind.





2.4 DISCUSS ION

The physical characteristics of the four regions within

the Beatrix Basin appear in Table 2.4. l'lany differences

are noticeabl-e bebween Lhe regions, some quite lnsignif i-

cant, others like the degree of exposut€, can be very

important to the prospective marine farmer' Physical

characters are the only ones discussed here. A compre-

hensive assessment is found in Section Four.

The Northern Region (see Figure 2.3) is composed mainly

of a wide water surface area with moderate exposure all

roun-d except for the eastern side where Mt Stokes affords

some shelter. Entrance to the region is by way of a

2.2km opening facing south. It is from this direction

that the sea is subject most to the influence of the wind.

Some areas sheltered from the southerly influence are

exposed to the northerly winds, but seas from this latter

direction are seldom important. Areas offering some

shelter are Laverique Bay and Tuhitarata Bay as well as

the small bays on the western shores of the region.

Rainfall in the area is lower than in other parts of

Beatrix Basin due to its proximity to Cook Strait. This'

coupled wittr a relatively small catchment area' results

in only minor effect on salinity after heavy rain. Mean

depth of the area is about 32m and, the bottom is virtually

flat with a gentle northward slope. The sublittoral

shore is steep on the western side but alluvial deposits
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on the eastern side make Lhe slope more grad'ual- A

depression is present outside Laverique Bay and another

off Hikurangi Peninsula, probably as a result of tidal

scouring. Tidal circulation is known to be counter-

clockwise on the flood i,ide but sinpLe and linear on

the ebb.

For the marine farmer the advantages of this region are

its large water volume, good circulation, and lack of

freshwater influence. The disadvantages are its degree

of exposure especially to southerly winds, and its depth.

The Eastern Regign (see Figure 2.3) has a small water

surface area and volume bounded by a large catchment

area with moderate rainfall. Heavy rain could lead to

substantial reduction in salinity however, this is

likely to be only temporary due to the flushing action

of the tide which in this region flows straight in and

out, The depth at the entrance is about 30m rising

gradually to an extensive mudflat at the head of the bay.

The coastline lacks any real inlets and therefore little

shelter is available anywhere within the region. Winds

are funnelled by the surrounding hills and the region

experiences the roughest seas in the Beatrix Basin.

A good water turnover is the one advantage of this region.

Its disadvantages include the high degree of exposure to

both wind and waves, as well as the lack of small bays or
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inlets for shelter.

The Southern R.egion (see Figure 2.31 Entrance to this

region is by viay of a narrow corridor formed' by the

tsestern hill-s on one sid.e and Hopai Peninsula and. Ouokaha

Island on the other. This corridor gives way to the three

main bays and some smaller ones. Mean depth is about 25m

although Elie Bay and Wet Inlet are consid.erably shallower

in parts and both areas have mudflats at the head (Plate

2.4). The catchment area is extensive especially to the

east and south and rainfall is higher than other parts of

Beatrix Basin. The region is sheltered. from virtually all

directions except at the entrance where northerly and

southerly winds could be strong at times.

The flood, tide circulates counter-clockwise, but the ebb

pattern is rather confused. Tidal movements are slow and.

since wind actiOn on Surface water is minimal, water turn-

over is expected to be low. This results in a red,uction

of salinity after heavy rain, especially in Wet Inlet.

Advantages to the marine farmer are the high degree of

shelter and the extent of suitable depth (10m-20n) - The

most serious disadvantage is the small water turnover and

as a result of this, the effect of freshwater inflow.

The Central .Region (see Figure 2,3', is a stretch of water

open on all sides and exposed to a high degree of wind
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action. Situated just inside the entrance to the Basin

and confluent with the other Lhree regions, it is the

area of highest degree of mixing as is sho',vn by tempera-

ture and salinity records. This mixing is the result

oi ticlal currents as well as wird generated suriace r,/at'er

movement, Sea cond.ition is most, of the tinte too rough

for any marine farming operations.

It can be said. in conclusion that marine farming struc-

tures cou1d. be placed anywhere in the southern region

and along the southeast aspect of the northern region-

The excessive amount of exposure Precludes these opera-

tions from the central and eastern regions. Other parts

of the northern region could possibly be used for marine

farming projects if allowance is made for the moCerate

exposure which this region is subjecLed to at times.

Hydrological fluctuations are expected to be smaller in

the northern region due to its more marked tidal circu-

lation and therefore this region would probably be better

than the southern region for intensive marine farming.
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SECTION THP€E

THE REPRODUCTI\TE CYCLE OF I{USSELS AND THEIR SETTLEMENT

AI{D SURWVAL ON MATERTAIS I^IITH COMI,IERCIAI POTENTIAL
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3.1 INTRODUCTTON

There are basically three ways of farming nussels. fhe

Dutch method. consists of taking seed mussel-s from d.ense

beds in poor growing areas and rel;rying them on the sea-

bed in areas of good, growth (l,ambert L949, Havinga 1956'

1964, Korringa L975). In France and Italy mussels which

have settled on sticks in the higher tidal reaches are

transferred subtidally for faster growth, then 'hardened'

intertidally before harvesting (rieta L922, Audoin L954,

Fauvel 1954, Mason 1972). The Spanish mussel farmer

acknowledged as the most successful (l'Iason' 197l) , obtains

seed from the shore or from settlement ropes suspended'

for that purpose from rafts. The seed is bound on to

growing ropes by a netting band. which lasts a few days

long enough for the mussels to attach to the ropes (Waugh

1965, Andreu 1968a, L973, Anon 1958, Losada et al 1971'

Figueras L976'). These ropes are also suspended from

rafts. The suspension n'.ethod can also be used with mussel

seed contained within a plastic mesh cylinder tied at

intervals, rvith or without a strengthening rope rr:nning

through the centre (Bohle 1970, Mande1li & Acuna 1975'

Moller A Giordano 1975). Another alternative is to place

the juvenile mussels in perforated plastic cones attached

to the ropes at 30cm intervals (MacFar1ane' 1971).

the above methods involve handling and this provides

opportunity for controlling the overall d'ensity on

All

the
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the rope, obtaini-ng an even distribution along its'

entire length, and removing competitors such as barnacles

and ascidians (Bard,ach et dI., 1972) . Seed mussels from

natural settlements are avaitable in quantity in New

Zealand (Hicknran, 1975) . Hand.ling however, neans labour

costs and these were foreseen as a major problem for the

mussel farming ind,ustry in New Zealand at the outset

(Canqpbell 1971, lrlaugh 1971) . This means that the New

Zealand mussel farmer, in trying to cut down costs, relies

on natural settlement on the same ropes he will

eventually harvest from. Natural settlement must provide

the mussel farmer with the right density, even distribution

along the rope, artd a lol.r incidence of conpeting organisms

and nuisance qrowths.

Spat collecting is rarely considered a problem in the

operation of mussel farms in countries other than New

Zealand where it has become one of the main constraints

for the industry (anon L975, Hickman 1975). Spatfall

is erratic, often unevenly distributed on the ropes, and

while the ropes used are undoubtedly attractive, they

are non-specific and do not exclude competitors (Anon,

L974d. A further drawback of these roPes is that they
7-

require tseasoningt before mussel larvae will settle on

tjrem. OiIs used in manufacture must leach out (Lutz'

L9741 and the ropes must obtain a film of bacteria,

diatoms and other epibionts without which they are not

suitable for rnussels (Graham & Gay 1945, Bayne 1954a, 1965

Board & Collins 1965, Kiseleva 1965, Mason 1959). This
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means that rvhile the ropes have to be immersed. in water

for some time before they will- attract mussels, they

are liable to fouling if they are immersed too long

before spatfall (l{ilson & Hod.gkin L967, Ryther 1968,

Pike 1971a, Maclean L972). The inunersion of mussel

ropes currently employed by the industry in New Zealand.

therefore requires careful timing. This can only be

based on accurate prediction of opatfall.

Timing of collector inrmersion is also a problem for

the oyster (Crassostrep glomerala Gould) farmer in New

Zealand who, like his mussel counterpart, relies on

natural spatfall (Greenway 1969a, Curtin 1971a, Anon

L974b). fn spite of the fact that much information

exists on oyster settlement, there are years when there

is little or no settlement even in the best catching

areas ( Curtin, I971a) . The Ministry of Agriculture

and Fisheries (formerly the Marine Department) maintains

a spatfall forecasting service for oyster farmers (see

Greenway L969a, L97L, Curtin 1971b, I971ct 1974). This

is based on monitoring spatfall and advising farmers when

an increase in oyster spat is observed to coincide with

a decrease in barnacle (the chief conpetitor) settlement

(Greenway, 1969a). The Fishing Industry Board. has been

aiming to provide a similar service for the mussel

farrners in the lvlarlborough Sounds (anon, 1975). They

have used. the density of planktonic larvae (see Need,ler

1940, Martinez 1967, Hrs-Brenko L972, L973') and

settlement monitoring (see Davies , Lg|4) as indicators
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of the start of the settlement season. This has had

only lirnited success. Other indicators of spatfall

could be the reproductive state of the adult mussel

population in the area (Chipperfield 1953, Flaws f975)

and some hydrol-ogical conditions known to iufiuence

settlement (Yor-rrg 1945, Korringa 1947, Ivlanning a Whaley

1954, Bayne 1955, Rojas 1969).

The present study examined the reliability of these

indicators in forecasting spatfall with sufficient

accuracy to be of value to mussel farmers. Since there

were doubts regarding the degree of accuracy possible

in spatfall foreeastitg, it was thought desirable to

obviate the need for such accuracy. This could be achieved

by employing some other settlement material unattractive

to competitors (whiIe stiII attractive to mussels) and

which does not require seasoning.

As a first step this study set about deterrnining the

requirements and settlement behaviour of both mussels

and their competitors. Once the requirements for New

Zeatand mussels were known the study concentrated on a

search for a new settlement material. This material

had, to be attractive to mussel larvae while repulsive

to the important conpetitors, durable in seawater, easy

to hand.le, cheap to produce, requiring little or no

seasoning, and requiring no transfers between settlement

and harvest.
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A wide variety of materials have been used for mussel

farming. The original Spanish ropes were made of esparto

girass (andreu, 1958b) . Manila (r,utz , L974) and sisal

have both been employed (Maclean I J.972). Bamboo has

been used in the Philippines .and. Venezuela (Iulartinez L97L,

Tortell & Yap L976). Coconut husk also has proved an

excellent collector in the former country (Tortell, L976)

and, when spun into coir rope it is probably the most

successful natural collector (Mason L969, Dare & Davies

1975). Chicken wire mesh (Loosanoff, 1946) , cement

pieces laced in ttre lay of the rope (Nikolic e Stojnic,

1963) and foam plastic pieces (Ivanov, 197I) are among

the synthetic materials that have been advocated. Most

of these and other materials were tested in the course

of this study.

Although Pelna canaliculus is the main cornmercial species

in New Zealand and forms the basis of the present study,

data on lvllztilus edulis aoteanus were also recorded'

whenever possible. Perna canaliculus and Ylrtilul edulis

aoteanus will be refered to as Perna and I'iytilgs

respectively throughout the rest of this study.

3.2 MATERTAI,S A}ID METHODS

3 .2 .L. Spatf all Forecasting

This study recorded the reproductive

59
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and Mytih+s and noted, especially the presence of mussels

in ripe condition and those that were either partially

or fuIly spawned.

A random sample of ten mussels each of Perna and $ytilus
was collected fron the nabi're population at Elie Bay

(Fig, 3.1) approximately monttr.ly between April 1973 and'

April L974. Mean length for Pernjr was 12cm and' 9cm

for Mytilus. The mussels were opened immediately to

avoid the possibility of spontaneous spawning (TorEell,

L974) and the mesosoma (see Flaws, L9751 was fixed in

Bouinrs Fixative. After embedding in \^/ax, sections of

8um were cut and counterstained with De1afieId's

haematoxylin and eosin. The sections l{ere examined

microscopically and assigned to one of seven stages

making up the three broad phases of the reproductive

rycIe, namely, gametogenesis, spawning, and. recovery.

Table 3.1 rvas constructed from observations of the

reproductive cycle in both species of mussels during

ttris study (observations recorded in 3.3.1) and after

reference to pr:blished classifications of the breeding

cycle in ttre l"tytilid.ae (Chipperfield 1953, Lr-rbet L957,

Heinonen 1961, Wisely 1964, Wilson & Hodgkin L967,

Lunetta 1969) . The classification by Flaws (1975) for

mussels in the Marlborough Sounds was not available

during the study.

Plankton sarqrles for the present study t'tere collected

eveqf 3-4 days between Jr:ne L973 and April L974 from
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TABLE 3.I TIIE REPRODUCTIVE CYCLE IN

PERNA CANALICULUS AND MYTI LUS EDULIS AOTEANLIS

U)
E]Hz,a

z,
tl-l tJ.l
(n (J<o>F r<
c. Irt

(J
z
z
=
a.
a

o
F
rq
U)

Stage I 0nset of Gametogenesrs
Appearance of isolated follicles and sexes distinguishable.
spermatogonia in males but no spermatozoa. oocytes in the
females are small and few in number.

Stage II Advanced Ganetogenesis
Further developrnent of follicles which fill qp more with
ganetes which are stil1 immature. Follicles are rnore

nunerous and connective tissue is reduced further.

Stage III Ripe
Follicles packed with ganetes and connective tissue virtually
absent. Individuals rviIl spawn if stimulated and ganetes aTe

mature. In nales the sperm are aligned with tails towards
lumen forning radial lamellae' In fenales the ova are
polygonal due to tight packing in the follicles.

Stage IV PartiallY sPawned
FoI1icles partially vacated but new gametes are being formed.
Sperrnatogenetic tissue in the male is sti1l present as a
tlict dark-staining band on the periphery of the follicles.
Ova in the females are more spherical due to release of
pressure.

Stage V Final SPawning
sinilar in appearance to stage IV but containing few or no
new gametes. Amoeborytes present in increasing nurnbers.
Spermatogenetic tissue in males reduced to a thin band or
cbnpletely absent. No new oocytes budding off the follicular
wall in fenales.

Stage VI Spent
Few follicles left and most enpty of gametes but full of
amoebocytes. Any remaining ova undergoing autolysis and
follicuLar walls are breaking down. connective tissue pro-
liferating and replacing follicles-

St age VI I RecoverY
No trace of sexuality in gonads- FoLlicles and ducts
obliterated by proliferation of connective tissue containing
quantities of food r€serves.

trl

l! >.

F>o
lrl L)(nsl
<d
o"

(Adapted frorn Chipperfield 1955, Lr:bet LgS7, Heinonen 1961, Wisely 1'964,

fiftott & Hodgkin 1bel, Lrnetta 1959, and observations during the present
study.)
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Elie Bay (rig. 3.1). sampling was d.one on the rising

tide whenever possi-ble, using a WP-2 free fall net of

100Um mesh size as described by Booth (1972). The net

was allowed. to falt through 5m (mean depth at station 6m)

before throttling, thus sampling ca 500 litres. Samples

were preserved in 4t bufferred formalin in seawater.

On five occasions samples were taken on the same day

from Waimaru and Beatrix Bays and cornpared with ones

from the regular station in EIie Bay.

The larvae were identified by the characteristic shape

and proportions of the veliconch and, prodissoconch

shells according to descriptions by Rees (1950),

Miyazaki (L952) , Martinez (1957), Chanley (1970) and

Booth (L972),

The presence of spawning adult mussels, planktonic

larval density and climatological and hydrological

records (see Section nro) were related to subsequent

settlement of spat to determine their possible use in

accurate spatfall pred.iction.

3.2.2. Settlement and Settlenrent Materials

A preliminary e:qleriment was conducted to detennine

which of the six materials shown in Plate 3-1 and

described below was the most suitable for mussel farming.

i) white polypropylene fibrillated film. This material
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PLHrg 3.L Six rnaterials tested as crosspieces for
their suitabilitli' for rnusseL faruui-ng'

From left : white film' eoir twine, foam

B!.aetic, eLsal {nvine, blaek ,film and

yelJ-ow fi.la:fients.

PLAfE 3.2 Sarqlles of black pollrpropylene film, cg.ir

rope and black pollpropylene film roPe-

PLATE 3.3 l[et1l frarne ueed to suspend mussel eol]ectors.

Mussels settled on the frame above the

coLlectors appear to have tnlgrated' frorn the

Latter since Rolte are found. on the rest of

the fgane.





(hereafter refered to as the white film) i-s extrud.ed

frorn r:ndyed polypropylene chips as a flat sheet about

10cm wide and 50pm in thickness which is fibrillated

by a series of blades to produce a syncytium of fibres

of varying cross-sections. It is then twisted to

produce a general purpose twine normally used for

packaging.

ii) Coir twine (ca 5mm diameter) is spun from coconut

fibres. It was obtained for this study by unravelling

coir rope. The short staple of coconut fibres and

their differing cross-sections give spun coir a shaggy

and uneven surface.

iii) Foam plastic pieces used for this study were of

the soft foam type with cells about 1.0mm across. The

pieces were cut into strips of 20mm by 20mm cross-

section and l20mm in length.

iv) Sisal twine is manufactured from agave leaf fibres.

Unlike the coconut husk sisal fibres were nuch more

nrriform in cross-section being ca 250um in diameter.

The sisal twi-ne was spun in a looser lay than the coir

trvine.

v) Black polypropylene fibrillated film was id.entical

to the white film mentioned above apart from the fact

that j-t was dyed with carbon black during manufacture.

It is hereafter refered to as the black film.

vi) Yellow polypropylene filaments are imported as

a yarn and spr:n into ropes. The filaments are identical

in cross-section (ca 20um) and each filament ran the
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whole length of the rope. Tight lay ropes l'tere unravelled

for this e>qperiment.

Crosspieces of each material (I5cm long) hrere inserted

in the lay of a 3.5m long standard orange polypropylene

rope aL 20cm intervals. A new set of ropes was immersed

approximately monthly at EIie Bay starting in October

L972 r:ntil September L973. Records vrere kept of mussel

settlement and, survival, fouling, silting, strength,

and durability in seawater. The materials t'tere graded

on a five-point scale according to their performance

for each of the above criteria.

Coir and the black film showed. the most promise after

the above preliminary e)qreriments and were subjected'

to a more thorough examination. Duplicate samples

(10cm) of coir rope, black film, and a rope manufactured.

out of the black film (see Plate 3.2) were placed on

separate frames (as in Plate 3.3) suspende'd within

75cm of tJle surfacer oD each of the following dates :

L973 September 27

October 27

November 23

December 3, 2I

L974 January 4t L4,25r 30

February 4, 16, 23, 27

l,larch 91 22, 26

On each visit' one of the two samples put out on the

preceeding occasion, was recovered and a new pair
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installed. A record of settlement between visits as

well as a record of survival and subsequent recruitment

on collectors of different ag:es, was thus obtained.

ALl long term sanples were finally retrieved on 8 April

1974. The rope santples were fixed in 10: formalin

and aII adhering organisms removed with a brush under

water, identified, measured and countecl.

The ropes \^/ere graded for their ability to attract and

retain mussel larvae, their resistance to fouling, and

their strength and d.urability in seawater. The

experiment was based. on the raft at EIie Bay rvith

replicates at Waimaru and Beatrix Bays (rig. 3.1).

In December 1973 sets of five joined frames (as in

P1ate 3.3) with a total of 60 collectors, \{ere suspended

vertically from the rafts at Elie, I{aimaru and. Beatrix

Bays, to determine if settlement density of mussels

altered with depth in the upper 3.5m of the water

column. It was decided to limit the study to the upper

3.5m of water since this is the maximum length of

mussel rope that a single person can handle easily

at harvest time (Jenkins, Fishing Industry Board' Pers.

comm.). The collectors were thus oriented horizontally

to avoid, migration after settlement, and consisted of

pieces of nrbberised. hair packing commercially known

as "Hairlok" and used. in the upholstery trad'e for

padding (plate 3.4). This material rvas known to be a

good collector of mussel spat (oavies, L974) but
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RI.]BBERISED HAIR PACI{TNG

A Close l4> of the material used in msnitoring

settlement accordin-g to depth and which was ver:f

suceessful in attracting rntaesel larvae- ltbout

natural size.

B Lcn"f power S.E.[{' showing the variety of

filaments and ramifiaations available f,or mussel

settlement.

c Eigh Power S.E.l{' of a latex cement rigland'

which is thought to be attractive for mussel

Iarvae
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unfortunately it became available only late in the

prograrnme. At' the end of I'larch L974 the frames

were retrieved and the collectors fixed in 104

buffered formalin. Groups of six collectors represent-

ing ca 35cm of the water colunn itere analyseC tog=ti-:.

Patterns of mussel settlement against depth vJere

obtained from E1ie, Waimaru and Beatrix Bays for both

Perna and Mvtilus.

Perna from EIie Bay were further divided. into size

classes and collectcrs from the same station r'tere

exarnined for fouling organisms. Amphipods were

cor.:nted after subsampling according to Elliott (1973)

(P=0.65 when X2=2, 14 with 40 of freed.om) .

The degree of relationship between settlernent peaks

and presence of spawners r concentration of planktonic

larvae, and, a number of environmental factors was

determined.

The most coilrmon organisms encountered in this study and

means of identification are 'listed below :

P latyhe Iminthes

Polyclad worm tentatively'identified' as Stylochus sp-

from I'torton & Miller (1973).

Annelida, Polychaetae

Platynereig. sP.

Nereis falcaria (tfilley)
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Perinereis sp.

ophio*rgmus Fngqqlifrogs (Grube)

IFPidgnotu€ sP.

(Identified by G.B. Read., Victoria University

Flarin*e Laboratoqy. I{ereaf,ter refered' to colLectiveJ-y

as polychaetes)

Mollussa,, Bivalvia

Pgr?a cqgalieul$-s- (Gnelin)

lmtj.lus edul+F,.apteanys (BoweLl)

Birenella irylactg (nerman)

IliatelLa australi.s (lanarck)

(Identif,ied frorn Powell (1961). He,re.after refered,

to as Perlra, Mvtil.us, S$!Ia and H;iat€+q

t""n."ilr,-
Aithropoda, Cfustacea

Jassa .falcata (t"tontagu)

Corophium voLutater (Latrei lle)
g3prella sp.

(Identifiecl from Pike (I971b) and refered to in

this studl' as anphipods)

Elurinius nodtestus (Oarrvin)

(Identified from Morton & Miller'(1973) and calIed

barnacles. in this study)

Pinr^-ottreres novae ?e landiae Fi Lhol

IIa[carcinqs cookii Filhol
(Identified frorn lvtrelrose (1975) r confi-rtted by

R,G- Wear, Victorj.a UniversitY)
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Chordata, Ascidacea

Colonial tunicates tentativelv identified as

belonging to the genus Didemnum.

Chordata, Pisces

ChrysE>h:rys auratus (Forster, N. Block & Schneider)

Navodon scaber (Forster, N. Block & Schneid,er)

Stigmatophora longilostris Hutton

(Identified. from Heath & Ivloreland

(L967, and confirmed by l"loreland, National Museum,

Wellington)

Chordata, Aves

Larus dominicanus (Lichtenstein)

(fdentified from Ornithological Society of New

Zealand (1970) )

3.3 RESULTS AI,ID DISCUSSION

Biological records are summarised in Figure 3-2.

Settlenent commenced in November, but planktonic

larvae were first noticed in late.December. Settlement

between November and December took place before any

spawned mussels had been detected. The concentration

of planktonic larvae oscillated, considerably without

any reflection in settlement and a rise in the number

of spawned mussels in February failed to produce a

eonqrarable rise in pelagic larval density. On the other
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!E{E REIA:TIObIS TP BEITTSEN BIOTOGICAI' AI{D PNYSICAL

PIIENOT!trNA BEITWEEN OC-1rOBER ]-973 ASID APETT. L974

ghe rr"i.dd,le s,ection of the d.i-agran recordg epawning,

occnrrence of Larvae and settlentent o-f Ferna

cqn?licplug, Above ar,e wind foree (thieh has a direst

inf,luence on the'state of tlie se'a) r saliniLy' w'ater

te{perature and phases of the firoon. Climatological

d,ata are shown in ttre lovrer secti-ons with air

temlrerature ,extsremes, cloud cover (both of, whieh nay

act upon i.nterti.,dal mugseX, po5rulatj-ons) and rainfall.
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hand, maximum spawning activity in l4arch precedeC

peaks in the nurnber of planktonic larvae and j-n

settlement d.ensity as expected. The e><pected

sequence of events appears to occur only at times

of rnaxirnum acLivf ty.

The discrepancies listed above can be attributed to

three main causes : i) irregularities in the breeding

cycle resulting in intermittent sparvning' ii)

variability in the duration of the pelagic phase,

uneven distribution of the larvae, and their rate of

survival, iii) the influence of predation, conq>etition

and behaviour on spat yields from collectors.

conplex of physical variables in the environment is

also known to influence, if not control the above

biological events.

3.3. I Reproductive Cycle

The sexes are separate in Perna. Out of 150 mussels

examined, 44.7% were male, 53.3? were female, there

were no hermaphrodites and. 2,0t were of ind.eterminate

sex. The latter group included. a mussel rend'ered'

asexual by the sporocyst stage of the parasite

Tergest_ia agnostomi (l4anter) previously known as

Cercaria haswelli Dollfus (see Jones, 1975a). P1ate

3.6h shows the infected ,gonad.

Mvtilus also is dioecius. However, one mussel of the
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138 examined r^ras hermaphroditic (see Plate 3.8h) .

There were 41.34 male mussels, 54.32 female, and

3.62 in the neuter stage whose sex coulcl not be

determined.

The reproductive cycles in Perna and $g[!5 are

morphologically sj.milar (see Flaws, 1975) but

temporally different. Three broad. phases of the

breeding cycle were recognised, namely gametogenesis,

spawning and recoveqy. These were further subdivided,

into seven stages (see Plates 3.5 to 3.8).

Gametogenesis was divided into two stages. Early

gametogenesis (Stage I) was characterised by the

appearance of small islands of ovarian or testicular

follicles in the mantle or mesosomal tissue, usual.ly

devoid of any gametes. The male follic1es contained

dark-staining spermatogonia and spermatids, while

budding oocytes $/ere found on the walls of the

fem.ale follicles. Gametogenesis proceded to Stage II

when the proliferating follicles contained immature

gametes. The extent of the interfollicular tissue

rras then reduced to about 509 of the total gonad volume.

l,lusse1s then entered the ripe or spawninqr phase

divisible into three stages. Stage III gonads had

very small amounts of connective tissue and the follicles

were packed with ripe gametes. In the female the ripe
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PERI\A CANALICULUS MALE REPRODUCTI\B CYCLE

a) Stage I

b) Stage II

c) Stage III

d) Stage IV

e) St.age V -

f) Stage Vr

onset of gametoqenesis

advanced giame togenesis

ripe gonad

- partially spawneC gonad

final spawning stage

spent gonad





PEFTiIA CAT,{IALICULUS FEMATE REPRODUC T\IS CYCT.E

al

b)

c)

d)

e)'

f)

s)

h)

;Stag€ \III - neuLe'r or resting stage

Stage I ons€t of Eanetogenesis

Stagre, II - adlvanced Earnetogenesis

Stage III - ripe gonad

Stage .IV - partS.ally spastned gonad

Stage V - final spawnirtg stage

StageW-sPentgonad

Gon.ad parasitised by Tergestia agirgstorni





I{{STrLUS EDULIS AOTEAI{:US - MAL4E REPRODUC:TI\IE CXCLE

d Stage WI - neuter or resting stage

b) Stage I - onset of garnetogenesis

c) Stage II ad'vanced ganetogenesis'

d) Stage ,III riPe gonad

e) Stage IV - part^ially spawned gonad (?)

f) Stage V - fi.nal sPawning stage

g) Stage \[f ' sPent gonad'





DryTI,LUS EDUIJXg AgTFrypg. - E'E!,IAI,E nEPRoDUcTM cTeLE

a) Stage I - ons€t of gameLo-genesis

b) Stage II - advanced gametogenesis

e) S'tage III ri.Be gonad

d) S-tage IV - par,tially spawned gonad

e) gtage V - final' sparrning st'aEe

f) StagP VI - sPent gonad'

g) st,dge vI herrnaphroditic gonad - female follicle

at upper left, male f,otticle at lower right'

h) Stage I folioning right after Stage \ilt - il€w

oocrytes budding off tlre follicular wall while

ol-d ova are rrndergoing auLolysis'
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ova were polygonal in shape due to the pressure

exerted upon them by the overfull ovaries. In the

male the ripe spermatozoa rnrere oriented j.n the

charcateristic l-amellar arrangement. Mussels in

this conCition woul-d spawn only .if inCuced by the

right stimulus. Once spawned the gametes $tere vial"r1e.

The mussels entered into Stage IV after their first

spawning. This stage showed partly spawned. follicles

whose contents were not as tightly packed as in the

preceding stage. The ova were now more spherical due

to lack of pressure, while spermatozoa forned 'plugs'
in the follicular lunen besides retaining the lamellar

orientation. Gametogenesis was sti1l evident as shown

in the male by a thick peripheral band of d.ark-

staining spermatogonia, and in the female by small

oocytes budding fron the fotlicular wal1. The last

stage of the spawning phase (Stage V) was similar to

the preceding stage except for the reduced band. of

spermatogenetic tissue in the male, which at times

was completely absent, and the absence of budd'ing

oocytes in the female. Amoebocytes were also present

in ttre follicular lumen at this stage.

Stage VI, which marked the beginning of the recoveal

phase, was similar to Stage V apart from the presence

of large numbers of amoebocytes and gametes undergoing

autolysis. Mussels at this stage norrnally would not

spawn again and would revert to the neuLer stage
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(Stage VII) bbfore commenci-ng the c1'cle once more. In

Mytilus hoivever, and possibly even in Per}jt to a

lesser degree, some mussels seemed to enter into

gametogenesis immediately following Stage V without

thej-r foilicles regressing fully. Characteristic of

this abnormal stage were the spermatogonia in the

male and bud.ding oocytes in the female at the same

time as autolysing ganetes in adjacent follicles.

However, this stage was only observed in a small

number of mussels and normally the follicles would

regress until no trace of sexuality was visible and'

the mussel was then considered to have entered Stage

VII. Mussels in this stage were not necessarily thin

or emaciated and unless starved, possessed substantial

deposits of fat or glycogen (see Wilson & Hod.gkin L967 ,

Seed I969a, Dare 6 Ed^rards L975, Flaws L975, and others).

Table 3.2 and Figures 3.3 and 3.4 summarize the findings

for both species of mussels.

V{hen sampling started at the end of March 1973, 903

of Perna were in active spawning condition (Stages IV

and V) with the rest being spent- The proportion of

spent mussels increased until the beginning of July

when gametogenesis commenced. While 908 of mussels

were in gametogenesis (Stages I and Ir) until December,

a small number (I0g) were in ripe condition and would

have spawned if stimulated. gpawned mussels vrere

recorded again in Decemberr/January and their numbers
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TAB LE 3.2 INCIDENCE OF MUSSETS AT VARIOUS STAGES

OF THB ER.EEDTNG CYCTE AT ELTE BAY

Date

l9 ?g

29- 3

1-5

2-6

7-7
2

rt- I

30- I

27- I

24-lL
r9 74

14- 1

4-2

It- 2

[6- 2

24- 2

9-5

24- 3

B-4

PE RNA

Total Stage 
I

M F 1Z 3 4 5 6 V

5500018r0

5500CI4420

570000750

4 4 5 r. 10 L22

45s?, 10100

4 6S 41,0000

4 '6 2 7I0 0 0 0

829010000

370082000

550063010
'46 0 0 3,$ 20 0

no sample

6 4 0043210

ls00o le00
460000820

5 7 0 0 0 o 4 6b

Total
MYTI tUS

Stage

st'FL254567

6 2 A 0 Z L t 4 2

4 5 0 010 4 41
2 V 7 2 0 0 0'0 I

4 s 15 3 0 0 0 r

5 4 2 4 0 lttr 2 o

64111t510
4 5 0 0 013 5 0

Tr o s anP 1e

75007a210
7 3 0 0 0 0 I r.0

no sanPle
370000820
4 6 3 0 0115 0

180010440
2 8'0015 42
280051550

57 75Total 67 80

I ma"t 'tlfluate sex - no follicles develope,tls sn€ uu.ssel of indeterrni,nate sex by p;arasitisp3 hermaphroditie

Total I'fussels

P6,rna : 150

!rytilus ! 138

Male

44.fr,

41".3%

Fenale

53.3%

5:4.3*,

Asexua.l Heroaphrcditie
z.A,q', , 0.09

8,

s.6*, A.Ta



FIGURE 3.3

Reproductive Cycle of P,erna canaliculus'

FIGURE 3.4

Reprod,uctive Cycle of I'{ytilus edulis aoteanls
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fluctuated in relation to ripe and spent individuals

until the beginning of Ivlarch L974 when all of the

mussels exantined had spawned. By April, 60? of these

mussels were spent and the annual reproductive cycle

had been completed.

In March Ig73 Mvtilus were either in spawning condition

or in the recovery stages. In Jr:ne 90* of mussels were

in gametogenesis and by July about 30t had ripe gonads

(stage IIII. The spawning season was nearly over by the

end of september with 508 of mussels sPent and 30ts in

the final spawning stages. However, by January most

mussels were back in stage III only to be spent again

by February. These latter mussels could have given

rise to the smal1 number (30?) which, accordj-ng to the

present results, were in spawning condition during

March and April L974.

The reproductive rycle in Perna exhibited a distinct

season of gametogenic activity during the colder months

of the year alld while some ripe mussels were found

throughout the,year the season of actual spawning was

restricted to summer and autumn when water temperature

is normally higher. spawning maxima occurred in March

1973 and again in March L974, when the water tenperature

was 1810.soC and falling. The same temperature (I8!O.5oC)

was recorded in .fanuary. However, dt that time of the

year the tenqlerature was rising and although most mussels
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were ripe only restricted spawning was recorded.

Temperature is one of the most important exogenous

factors lvhich could influence the seguence and timing

of events in the reproductive cycJ-e of bivalves

(Loosanoff 1945, Loosanoff & Davis 1950' 1951, Allen

1955, Giese 1959, IVilson & Hodgkin L967, Flaws 1975).

It appears from the present study that temperature may

be responsible for the broad seguence of events in the

reproductive cycle in Pern+ (see also F1aws, L975r.

However specific details of the cycle such as the

spawning Season ald the number and occurrence of peaks

can be controlled by factors other than temperature

(Thorson 1950, Seed 1969a) .

Durve (1955) and Matveyeva(1953) attributed sPawningr

to a drop in salinity. Nelson (1954) reported

spawning in oysters in response to the spring algal

bloom and, postulated that the food might be furnishing

the bivalves with some necessary vitamins which may

induce spawning activity. Mason (1958) found a

relationship between tides and spawning in gecteL

maximus. Battle (1932) considered' the increase j-n

hydrostatic pressure during spring tides as an influence

on spawning and Korringa (Lg 47') suggested that the

seguence of dark and moonlit nights could be closely

associated with spawning in areas with little or no'

tidal amplitud.e '
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It can be seen from Table 3.3 that of all physical

environmental condit.ions monitored, only temperature

was sinilar during the two peaks of spawning a year

apart. While the mean air temperature was similar

durj.ng peak spawning in both years, this nornally

fluctuates considerably from day to day and is not

thought to have been responsible in stimulating

spawning. Water temperature is not normally subjected

TABLE 3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS DURING PEAK

SPAITNING

Water Temperature

Salinity

Rainfal 1

Wind Force (Daity D
Cloud Cover
(Daily X in eighths)

Air Ternperature (X)

to wide fluctuations on a

falling water temPerature

spawning at about l8oc.

daily basis and the graduallY

appeared to have resulted in

March 1973

18r0.50C

34.80 / oo

131.lnm

2.9kn

5.4

16. 550C

March 19 74

I 810. 50C

33.0o/oo

28.Omn

3. Skn

3.8

ts. Sooc

Spawning in bivalves has been observed in natural

populations and induced in tjre laboratory by a temperature

rise (Battle L932, Loosanof f 19 45,_'Iwatac 19.51,' Chipperfield

1953, Bouxin 1956, Loosanoff & Davis 1963) or faIl

g5



Berner 1935, Savage 1956). Wilson & Hodgkin (1967)

have shown that bivalves with tropical affinities

rvhen near the poleward limit of their distribution,

tend to spawn in late summer and auLumn when temperatures

are falling.

Tenqrerature appears responsible for the broad seguence

of events as well as the finer details of the reproductive

cycle in Pern,a. A small number of ripe mussels can be

found, throughout the year and it seems likely that the

appropriate temperat,ure (18t0-Soc) , albeit on a loca1

scale, will stimulate these few individuals into

spawning, even at the twrong' time of the year. These

unseasonal spawnings can obscure the general relationship

between the reproductive cycle and ternperature'

3.3.2 Planktonic Larvae

In decreasing order of abr.rndance the most common bivalve

groups in plankton samples from the Beatrix Basin were

the Mytilidae, Ostreidae, Pinnidae and Pectenidae. The

Mytilidae were represented by a number of genera the

most colnmon of which were B9S, l'tygil.u: and Rtrenella

(see Plate 3.9).

Table 3.4 summarises the records of occurrence of these

larvae in plankton sarnples and the conditions r:nder

which the samPles were taken.
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Bivalve larvae in typical plankton sample

from EIie Bay
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TABLE 3"4 DEINSITY OF PLANKT'ONIC IARVA,E PEE SAMPLE OF

5OO LITRES IN EtIE 8.{Y

Date
1973 22- 7

2:S- 7

28- 7
1-8
4-8
7- 8

15- I
2r- I
24- 8
27- I
r- I
4-9
7-9

L2- 9
L7- I
20- I
23- I
26- I

4_ 10
8- 10

t4-10
20- 10

. 50- 10
4-1t

l0-Lt
l6-11
23- L2
27 - L'2
30 -L2

1974 4- 1
6-1
9- L

11- I
L4- 1
tv- I'19- I
2L- I
23- L
25- 1
27- I
30- I
4-2

16- 2
23- 2
z8- 2
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In E1j-e Bay Perna larvae were found in plankton samples

from late December L973 to April L974 and, except for a

small number (4 larvae/500 litres) at the end of July,

were absent during the rest of the year (rigure 3.5).

Perna larval densities j-ncreased markedly in January

(100-200 larvae/500 litres) and apart from daily

fluctuations these numbers persisted. into early February.

rn mid-rebruary there was a decrease in larva1 concentration

which lasted for about 15 days. There was another increase

to 200 larvae/s}O litres in early March, but numbers had

fallen again by tlre end of the monttr.

Ity.Ullug larvae were for:nd in high concentrations lea L50/

500 litres) betwean September and October 1973 and a

lower peak (50/500 litres) was recorded. in January L974-

They were absent from sam;rles from Elie Bay for the rest

of the year (see Figure 3.5) .

nyenellrg larvae are morphologically sinr-ilar to larvae

of Perna of the same age. It was decided to record

thei.r- occurrence because of this similarity. High

concentrations (100-150 larvae/500 titres) were found

in late December 1973. Numbers fluctuated but.sinrilar

concentrations occurred again in January and March L974.

Larvae vrere entirely absent in samples between the end

of March and end of December. Ryenella larvae were

present at the same time of the year as Perna larvae.
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I

The occurrence ancl concentration of pelagic

larvae of Perna canaliculus (upper figure) and

Mytilus adulis 3,oteaIrug. (lower figure) i-n 500

litre plankton samples taken at Elie Bay between

June L973 and APriI 1974
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TAB LE

DAT:E

4- L-7 4

t4- r-7 4

4-Z-7 4

26- 3-7 4

8- 4-V4

TOTAx,S

r

ETIE
PMR

100 50 rso

200 50 10CI

28 L2 2A

2,,00
320

533 . 114 270

66 ,6 22 .8 54. 0

[{AI MAN.U
PMR

e00 100 110

2SA 40 80

s5 28 ?s

00,0

010

sos 169 255

101 33.8 51.0

BtsATR"I X
PMR

LzU _ 50 90

1180 50 120

25I25
000
000

szs Ir.8 ass

65.0 23.6 47 .O

3.5 PTANKTON SA,MPTES TAKE}$

IN BEATRIX.BASIN ON

FROM THREE SITES

THE ;SAME DAY

P=
M=
R=

Ferna cqlalic!4us
!futiltrs edulis aoteanus
:;iI--:---

Ryenella irpacta

Irafval coUntjS from samples from Elie, Waimaru arld B'eatrix

Bays ag sh,owu in Table 3.5 abo've irrd,ieate that on dayrs

when trarivae. are.abr:nd.ant at o.ne staLiqn, they are also

abundant at th-e other stat'ions. Waimaru Bay appears to

register consistentllz higher. concentrations of, Perrla

larvae and the differenoe betrreen this and. tlre other trro

slatj'ons is siEnifi.cant (X2o53.305)-; Hqlev€rn the

difference in eoncentratior of !'Iyt+IqF larnrae between

the tirree stations is ].ess siEnificant (X2=14.0.3?) r

whiLe the difierenEe for 4gg9& larvae is non-significant'

(x2=2.439) '



Since it appears that water temperature may be used,

to pred.ict spawning, prediction of spatfall would also

be possible if the duration of the pelagic larval life

was known. UnfortunatelY, opinion regarding the length

of pelagic life of mussel larvae varies between one

week and four months (White 1937, Thorson L946'

Chipperfield 1953, Bayne 1965, Lubet L969, Hrs-Brenko

1973) and is influenced by environmental conditions.

I,riarm water temperature and sufficient food can reduce

the pelagic phase to a few weeks (Hrs-Brenko, 1973)

r.ihile larvae that are spawned in late autumn and winter

are often retarded and probably remain in the plankton

for up to four months,

Survival is a function of predation and physical

environmental conditions. Planktolrophic (see Thorson,

1950) larvae are at the mercy of many predators

including pelagic larval stages of a number of marine

animals as well as benthic filter-feeders. Thorson

(1946) estimated that a medium-sized l4rtilus. edulis

filtering 1.4 litres of water per hour, may retain and

kill about 100 f000 petagic bivalvd larvae in 24 hours

rrnder certain cond:itions.

Favourable climatological conditions often result in

high survival rates (Savage 
' 1956) , but mussel larvae

often "succumb to sud,den falls in temperature and, are

swept up on the shore by winds, waves and tid.al currents
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to perish by the millions" (Field., 1922) .

Unfavourable environmental conditions need not destroy

the larvae, but they can stiIl influence their dispersal,

thus affecting plankton sanrpling. Booth (I972) listed

nine physical factors which could influence the

distribution of bivalve larvae. He recorded a fairly

even distribution throughout Wellington liarbour, but

found the distribution in the Bay of Islands more

'patchy'. Ivlanning a Whaley (1954) found that prevailing

winds were the major influence in determining horizontal

distribution of oyster larvae and subsequent settlement.

Venvey (1952) stressed the importance of water currents

and velocity in transporting young mussels. Rapson

(L952) noticed swarrning by Amphidesmg ventriqos.um

larvae and attributed this to wave action on the beach.

Jenkins (L974') found that some localities in Kenepuru

Sound were consistently better than others in their

density of planktonic larvae although there were

exceptions. Variations in larval densities from

stations within the sane general area have been recorded

also by Hrs-Brenko (1974) and by Lu-tz (L974) ' even

after spawning was known to have taken place simultaneously

over the entire area. Perna larvae aPpear to have been

concentrated at Waimaru Bay during the present study

by the action of the wind and tid.e whidr act on the

eastern region more than on either of the other regions
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(see Section Taro) . However, it is not known why 4ytilus
and RyenelIa did not show a similar dj-stribution pattern.

Mussel larvae are not entirely passive,nor at the mercy

of the environment. Bayne (f963r 1964b) recorded the

response of mussel larvae to hydrostatic pressure, light

and gravity. The influence of temperature and salinity

on bivalves and their l-arvae have been well record.ed

(t<inne 1963,L964, Hrs-Brenko & Calabrese 1969, Calabrese &

Davis 1970, Lough 1974, t{alIis L975, Kennedy 1976). The

detection ancl avoidance of cuprous oxide anti-fouling

paint by mussel larvae was studied by Wisely (1963).

Kirnkle (1957) and Booth (I972) found that bj-valve l-arvae

were evenly distributed in the water column d'uring

most of the floo,f tide but at late flood they congregated'

near Lhe bottom and, stayed there throughout the ebb tid'e.

This was attributed to tidal currents and turbulence.

However, Perkins (quoted by Nelson, Jlgs4l stated that

"oyster larvae are d.istributed vertically in the waters

of Barnegat Bay by their otl activity in response to

salinity changes." Irlood & Hargis (197I) reached the same

conclusionn but Carriker (1951) went further and noticed.

that the yotrnger stages had a fairly even distribution in

the water column, while older larvae tended to remain

near the bottom. It was not always possible to sample

on tlre rising tide d.uring the present study (see Table 3.4)

However, this is not thought to have introduced. any
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variability since salinity does not alter appreciably

during each tidal cycle .and each sample was taken so

as to include a cross-section of the entire water

column.

While spontaneous spawning by ripe mussels out of

phase with the main populati-on may result in groups

of pelagic larvae which tend to confuse any attempts

to predict spatfall, the variability and range of

possibilities resulting from the pelagic phase itself

are more effective in hind.ering any spatfall preCictions

based on the presence or absence of planktonic larvae.

3.3.3 Settlement

A) Season and Survival

Results from the short term collectors are sunrmarised, in

Table 3.6 and Figure 3.6, Settlement of Perna increased

from a daily mean of 0.3 mussels between 2? September

and 27 october 1973, to 8.8 mussels per day between

3 and 2t December. The peak (mean settlement 7.7 musseLs/

day) Iasted until 4 January-L974. Daily settlement

then feLl to a mean of between 3 and 6 mussels. A new

peak of 1I.3 mussels/day was registered between 16 and

23 February and after low settlement totals for a

fortnight, ttre last and highest peak (13.5 mussels/d"y)

took place between 9 and.22 March. A rapid decline in

settlement soon followed.
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TABLE 3.6 MUSSEL SE"TTI,EMENT ON SI{ORT TERM COLI,ECTORS

AT ELIE B..AY

6
EO,g
OeOn

St Sfr 5f. c:orR BLAcK ELAcK
A g 3 I 13 RoPE RoPE Fr LM rorAl!

Eo5*r; E(I P M P M P M P M

l9 7 3-i7:-g zr-ro so o 6s 5 3:o s 5s I r48

27-tA Z1-Lr 2V 7 sl 2 15 10 145 19 zLL

zl-Lr 3-12 r0 6 0 L7 4 4s ls 66 l9

3-t2 2T-12 t8 ,23 6 7S 1 V4 I r58 L6

l9 ?tltL.L.2 4- [ 14 6.5 15 4,6 7 5l 12 9? 3'4

4- L 14- I l0 l0 10 I r, I V 28 t8

14- LzE- I lL 26 0 6 o I 0.40 o

zs- 130-l s s 0 11 0 0 0 16 0

30-L 4-2 S 7 2 19 0 5 0 51 2

4-A t6-lt2 14 2 L7 0 7 0 38 2

16-223-2 7 25 I 34 0 20 o 79 I

2s-227-2 4 0 0 I 0'4 0 L2 0

2?-2 g-310 I 0 2 0 20 0 30 0

9-322-s 15 62 0 42 0 72 0176 0

22-326- 5 4 2 g I'0 3.0, 6 0

26- 5 8-413 0 0 2 A. 0 0 2 0

TOTA.LS 26A 150 297' s8 311 243 801 +sr

DAITY T
P,M

0 .5 4..9

o.7 7.9

6,6 tr.9.

9.,8 0.9

6.6 2.4

2.8 l. I
3.6 . 0.0

3.2 0.0

6 .? 0.4

3. ? 0.2

1L5 0.4

5. CI 0.0

5.0 0.0

13.5 0 ,.0

1,5 0.0

0.1 0ro

P
M

Perna eanaliculus



Daily mean settlement of Perna ca,laliculus

and Mytilus e-dglis'.aote,anus at EIie Bay

between October L973 and ApriL L974. The

d.ata represents total settlement on three

collectors as given in Table 3-6
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I{hen sampling started in September L973' My.!L}gs

settlem.ent was probably already declining since it

did not recover after a peak (7.8 mussels,/day) which

occurred between 27 October and 23 November. Settlement

after nr-i-c1-,lanuary tv3s extremely sparse.

Long term collectors were recovered on 8 April L974

and Lhe mussels settled on them removed, graded

according to size and counted. By reducing the tallies

for each size class to percentages of the total on

each collector, a better conparative picture emerged.

It can be seen from Table 3.7 and Figure 3.7 that there

are three size peaks : larger than 20rnm, between Imm

and t0mm and smaller than 500pm.

Mussels larger than 20mm ( 45 individuals betvreen 15

collectors) settled prior to 4 January 1974 since they

were absent from collectors put out after that date.

They settled after 2L December L973 since they were to

be found on collectors put out on that date. Settlement

on the short, term collectors during the same period'

(2L December to 4 January) totalled t20 mussels between

three collectors. This represents a survival rate of

about 37* and a growth rate of about 10mm per month

since some of ttre survivors reached a length of 35mm

during the study period.

The sane criteria were used to establish that the

lmm-I0mm class mussels had settled between 15 and' 23
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Size class distribution of settled

on collectors of different ages at

September L973 and t"larch L974.

Perna canaliculus

Elie Bay between
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February 1974 and had a survival rate of about 46e".

Mussels smaller than 500um settled between 9 and 22

March and their survival rate was about 242.

Nelson (f928) said bhat larvae tha't by cnance happen

to "fall upon good ground" are much less numerous than

tlre vast hordes which "faIl by the wayside" and are lost.

Further losses are to be e4pected even after "falling
upon good ground.". Information on the survival rates

of mussels settled naturally on commercial ropes is

not available. Survival on manually seeded ropes ranges

from 1008 (Yap et dI, L976) to less than 28 (oare &

Davies I L975). Overcrowd.ing appears to be the main

cause of these high losses. Other causes are turbulence,

high current speeds, drifting fucoid and other weeds

and debris, predation and. dislodgement of mussel clumps

from the ropes und.er their own rveight.

Starfish, whelks, sea urchins, crabs, many finfish,

bird.s, muskrats and walruses are among the large number

of predators that mussels have to face (Field L922 |

Newcombe 1935, Kitching et aI 1959, Hancock 1960, Flaws

1968, Urosa 1972\ . Predation is often the selective force

resulting in the characteristic distribution of mussels

in the littoral and sub-littoral zones (Seed I959b,

Dayton L97L, Paine L97L, Flaws 1975). Mussels grown by

suspension culture are beyond the reach of most, predators

(andreu, 1968a). Howeverl they are stil1 subjected to

predation by some finfish and diving birds (Ivlason , L969 ,

to,



1971), and probabty by flatrvorms (see Landers & Rhodes,

1e 70) .

No st,arfish or rvhelks were for:nd. on the culture ropes

d,urj-ng the presen b stucly. However, leatherj acke b (:'lavodon

scaber) and pipefish (Stigmatophora lo{rgirostris-) were

both found closely associated with the ropes and. could

have preyed on small mussels although their main objective

probably tfas anphipod,s. The snapper (ChEsophrYs auratus)

was also noticed in the vicinity of the rafts and' was

thought to have similar behaviour. Many local mussel

farmers in ttre Marlborough Sounds are of the opinion

that snapper is an active predator on mussels and

examination oi stomach contartts supported this belief

(f,. Batenberg, P. Yealands, pers. comm.) . In the absence

of more direct proof these conclusions must remain

tentative. Mussel rafts decked with a full complernent

of ropes appear to provi-de an attractive habitat for

reef-dwelling fish. Under these circumstances losses

through predation appear inevita.ble.

Some of the e:qrerinental rafts were adopted' as regular

roosts by groups of black-backed gulls (l,arus dominicanuF)

These birds were not observed to prey on mussels and this

$ras confirned by exarnination of their droppings which

showed, euphausids as the main conponent of their diet.

Among the invertebrate fauna on mussel ropes were three

,02



potential predators : a crab (Halica5cinus-cgokii), an

errant polychaete (Lepidono_L.us sp.) and an unid.entified

polyctad flatworm (tentatively identified as Ey_f9tu sp)

The crabs and polychaetes are thought to have preyed

only on small mussels if at aII. Flatworms are known to

prey on adult oysters (Provenzano 1961, Brick L970) and'

the presence in this study of groups of up to ten worms

insid.e empty shells, is at least, circumstantial evid,ence

that they may prey on mussels. It is not known whether

they restrict their attacks to weak or dying mussels or

aLtack healthy individuals as wel1.

Ivlussels apparently have few parasites or pathogens (FieId,

L922). l4ytilicola inlegtinalis is probably the only

serj-ous parasite in Mytilug qpulis and in some European

culture areas it poses a problem for the mussel inclustry

(cole & Savage 1951, Nunes 195I, Korringa 1951, Waugh 1954'

Mann 1956, Andreu 1960, Brienne 1960, and others). This

parasite is absent from New Zealand mussels. Howevert

,Jones (197h) found five possible parasites in Perna

including the pea crab (Pinnotherel novagzelandiae), two

copepods (Lichomolgus r:nsus and Pseudomyicola sPinos.us) ,

a digenic trematod.e (Tsrgestia agarosto.mi) and a sPorozo;rn

(Nematopsis sp. ) (see also Jones 1975b) .

It is debatable whether the pea crab is a parasite

or a commensal, but it can cause injury to the infected

mussels which are usually emaciated. It was encountered

in 6-88 of raft-grown Mv.tilus during the present study

, o3



however, it, was for.:nd in only

are known to be more common in

rather than from rafts.

I? of Perna.

mussels from

Pea crabs

natural beds

In some areas the trenaiode Tergestia agno,stomi can be

very coflImon with up to 30? of mussels infected (Jones,

1975a). An infected mussel is usually rendered asexual

but does not seem affected in any other way. No harmful

effects have been reported in humans ingesting infected

mussels.

In the absence of direct evidence that alry of the small

number of known parasites are causing mortality among

mussels, losses are attributed to predation and water

movement (directly or indirectly). The raft in Elie

Bay was removed from the mainstream of tid.aL. currents

but movement of the raft caused by wind. action could

have jerked small mussels off the ropes.

A further possible'l,oss of spat is migration after the

origj.nal settlement. Some mussels in tlre Imm-I0mm

class $tere found on the collectors after 23 February

(ttre estimated last date for settlement). One mussel

measuring 2.5mm was found on a 13-d.ay old collector.

It is possible tJ.at these mussels, larger than expect,ed

for their estimated ager represent secondary settlement.

Bayne (1955) has shown that mussels may have a secondary

pelagic phase followed by a second settlement. This can

ascount for the sudden appearance of juvenile mussels

lOtP



on collector ropes. If secondary settlement of juvenile

mussel-s was taking place during the present study, it is

probabte that the 422 survival rate recorded' for the

Imm-lOmm class was inflated by recruitment.

B) Depth Preference

The total number of mussels settled during this experiment

at Elie Bay was 15199 of which 8319 In/ere Perna and 6880

Wtilus (see Table 3.8). over half (55.93) of the Pegna

settlement occurred between 140cm and 280cm from the

surface. Mytilus showed a similar trend j-n its

distribution.

Settled mussels were sorted according to eight size

classes. Over 94? of Pernq and 97t of $ytilus were

below 5mm, The largest number of mussels of both species

v/ere within the 500Um - 1.Ormn grouP' A d.istinctly

higher proportion of the larger mussels was for:nd within

70cm of the surface (See Table 3.9 and Figure i.8) but

no definite pattern of distribution by size against

depth could^ be determined..

The collectors were exartined. for possible conqreting

organisms with reference to distance from the surface.

Table 3.8 shows distribution of mussels and conpetitors

by depth at Elie Bay. The most nuflErous competitors

were anuiphipods wittr a maximum density of 4200 Per

collector at a depth of between 210cm and 245cm.

l0s



TAB LE 5.8 PERCENTACE SBTTIEMENT OF MUSSELS AIII'D

E.OIVIPETITORS AG.AINST DEPTH

Depth cm

0- 55

35- 7Q

70- 105

[05-r40

L4g -L75

rv5-2ra

2rs-24s

245-280

2 8,0 - 51.5

515 - 350

TOTALS

PES[,lA

5,6
(470)

5,5
(4se)

6r4
(532)

v,s
(623)

14.8
( 122 8)

10.7
( 8e4)

16 .5
(1370)

14 ,9
(1258)

11.2
(g Z g)

6.9
(s7v)

I00
(s5rs)

ll{YTI tUS

9.6
(660)

6.5
(44eJ

7.2
ts 8e)

8.5
(s 75)

17.0
( 1 16e)

7.2.7
( 876)

L7.2
(r183)

9.3
(640)

7.8
(s 5e)

4,.4
( 302)

10,0
(6'880)

RYSNEtLA

15. 0
{I8e7)

5.3
(s22)

9.7
(L424J

l.L.z
( r6 5e)

1r ,5
( r681)

6.4
(e 32)

15, 5
( xes 8)

L0,2
( r488)

9.1'(r326)

9.I
( r.32 s)

r00
(14632)

T.{IATELIA

2t.L
( 30 5,)

8r5
tta4)

8.8
( 128)

9.0
(130;

16' .5
(2S,eJ-

6.1
! 
t*r
9,5

(r57)

7.5
( 106)

'10.5
(14e)

2.9
(42)

100
(r.M7)

AII,IPHI,PODS

8.5
( 156 75),

9,2
( r 7450)

9,6
(x82s0)

11.8
i(22425J

10,.4
( 19 65 0,)

L0,v
(ao2sol

13. 3
(2s22s\

9.6
(18ras)

g,g
(1667s)

9.3
(rssrs)

100
(r8e40o)

POTYGTABTEB

6.9
( 12,5)

6.9
( 1,2 s)

9.7
(r7s)

11.2
(2oo)

9.7
( 17J)

6.9
( rzs)

'9..7
( r7s)

5-. ?
( roo)

x8.0
( 5?s)

15, 5
(27s)

100
(1:800)

Actual f:i.gures in bnackets

t0b
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Size class distribution of Perna canalicul-us.

at Elie Bay according to depth of rvater.



Dcpth
(c m)

0- 35

P.rccnt dis[ibution by rizc ol roch dcpth
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Ryenqlla reached its highest density (330 per collector)

at the same level in the water column, but similar

d.ensities (310 per collector) were also recorded within

35cm of the surface, Highest densities of Hiatella

(50 per collect.or) trere alsc record'ed near the surface-

Polychaetes reached their maximum density (50 Per

collector) between 280cm and. 3l5cm from the surface.

Tr:nicate colonies and barnacles which were considered

as serious competitors on some othei collectors, never

exceeded 58 of the surface area and I0 ind.ividuals per

collector respectively on the rubberj-sed hair packing

used in this experiment.

Settlement total in Waimaru Bay was comparable (15534)

with that in Elie Bay and the proportion of the two

species was also similar (see Table 3.10) but their

d,istribution patterns were different. Pern3 had its

second highest density within 35cm of the surface and,

after a faIl in numbers, recorded its maximum density

(4L2 mussels per collector) at a depth of 70cm to 105cm.

Below this level a further decline in numbers was

fotlowed by another increase between 245em and 280cm

and, then a decrease at the lowermost collectors" The

d.istribution of Mytilus at this site was similar to

that of Perna.

In Beatrix Bay where the total

4L28, I"Ilztilus was more nunerous

3.10) . The two species sho'wed

number of mussels was

than Perna (see Table

a sirnilar pattern of

t09



TAB LE 3. L0 COMPARATIVE SETTTEhIENT A.GAINST DEPTH

THREE STATIONS

AT

Deprth cm

0- 35

35- 70

70-10s-

105-140

140- t 7s

t7s-2L0

2r0-24s

243-280

2,80-515

315-350

TIgfALS

BEATRI X

PM
11.3 15.2

(186) (377)

6,2 6.5
(103) (16r)

4.1 5"9
(67) (r47)

7.4 s.5
(123) (15s)

10.0 7.2
(166) (178)

L0,2' r0.2
(16s) (2s2)

11.5 11.1
(186) (276)

14.7 13, 8
(242) (343)

TOTATS

PM
r1.9 15.7

(2/68) C2267)

4.9 5.7
(e4e) (sso)

L6.2 14.l
(506s) (234/)

7.8 9.5
(L477) (1s64)

l0.0 10. 8
(1e04) (17e7)

7.5 10.9
(L422) (18041

11.5 LL.2
(2,1-81) (r866)

L4,2 10. ?
(26e6) (16eo)

9.6 8.2
(1815) (i5s4)

6.4 5.7
(812) (636)

100 100
(r.8ser) (16270)

ELIE ITAI MAR,U

PM
18. 7 L'7 ,8

(1612) (1230)

4.5 ,1.9
(387) (540)

28.6 24.7
Q47q (1705)

8,5 L2.4
(731) (8s6)

5,9 6.5
(s10) (4so)

4.2 9.8
(3se) (676)

7.2 5.9

. (62s) (407)

14.1 . LA.2
(1216) (707)

I

t 8.3 7.8
I (7u) (s4r)
t.
I

P

s.7
(470)

5.5
(45e)

6.4
(s32)

7.5
(6?5)

14.8
(122 8)

Lfr.7
(8e4)

16.5
(1370)

14,9
(12 581

LL.?
(s28)

6.9
G7n

100
( 85re)

M

9.6
(660)

6,5
(44e)

7.2
(48e)

8,3
(s73)

17,0
(116e)

L2.V
(876)

L7.2
(1 185)

'9.3
(640)

7.8
(s5e)

4.4
(3oz)

100
(6880)

1.00 100
(862r) (6er3)

1.0.5 11.1,
(L74) (274)

14.5 15.5
(25s) (534)

100 100
(16s1) (247n

P = Penna csraliculus
M=@ieanus
Actual f,igrlres in brackets

ll0



distribution with a decrease in numbers over the upper

I05cm followed by an increase to a maximurn density (242

for Perna, 343 for Mytilus) at 245cm-280cm. Densities

increased slight,Iy below this 1evel but rose again on

the lowermost colLecto-rs 'bo 235 Perna and 334 lly.tilus.

Greenway (1959b) for:nd that settlement at Te Kouma

Harbour was largely confined to the surface in spring.

but the summer spatfall htas more evenly distributed.

Bnrnette (1970) recorded the opposite in Kenepuru Sor:nd

where there was a marked increase with depth during the

early spatfall, but the autumn settlement was restricted

to the upper 35cm. Greenway (1969b) suggested temperature

as the probable cause of this behaviour iohile Brunette

(1970) thought it could have been due to either light

intensity or fouling- Both authors seem to overlook

the possibility of selective'predation and of competing

organisms like colonial tr:nicates.

Results from the present study indicate that the

settlement at selected depths is certainly not species

dependent since at each of ttre three stations within the

study area, Perna and [4ytilus showed sirdlar distribution

patterns. Howeverr ds there was consid.erable d'ifference

between stations it appears that depth preference is

dependent on locality, This would suggest that the

causative factors are hydrology, predation, or competition.

In



3.3.4 Analysis of E>rperimental Settlement Materials

A) Prelirninary Experiments

The highest rated material in Table 3.11 was yellow

polypropylene filaments, followed closely by black film

and then ivhite film. Coir and foam plastic ',v-ere

considered moderately successful, while sisal performed

poorly.

i) I'Ihite film scored highly on its strength and durability.

It was not subject to too much silting neit}rer was it

fouled by colonial tunicates or barnacles. Ho,/ever,

its catchability rates were the lowest and its retention

of settled spat was poor.

ii) Coir twine rated highly on catchability and retention

of spat but badly'on susceptibility to fouling, strength

and durability. It was the best spat collector but

required careful timing with spatfall in orCer to prevent

fouling. Its life in seawater was limited and this made

it commercially unattractive.

iii) Foam plastic was the only non-fibrous material

tested, Its solid structure accumulated silt and provided

a substrate for filamentous algae which settled only on

this material. Fouling by tr:nicates and, barnacles was low

but so was the catch and retention of mussels. It was

not durable in seawater and would not have connrercial

application.

,lz



TABT,E 3.11 P. REI,IMII.IARY A,SSIESSMENT OF }TATE.RIA.tS. FOR

MUSSE L FA'R.T\'I.NG

T{TIXTE

FIT.M

Perna .'F{ (<20)
E
FU

5 t4yti lus (<20)
t-
i[<
llr3.u) RETENTI0{ (mod)

GRADTNG/rS 7

oe Ryerre tla 
fzolso)

z4
Tunicates (<ZS,a)\

-1 (55.70)
D

Barnacl,et , O

o r<5)

h4
Polychaetes t(<s)

8i1r 4

GRADTNG/3o 22

srmNGIH 5
(ca22ske)

:,---.-5
DURABI LfTy gSy"-""r*1

FINAL
GRADIllGrss, 3e

.COIR FOA}I

NIIINE PIASTIC

54
(80+) (s0,- 80)

53
(s0+) (20-s0)

52
(v. goodJ (poor)

15

I
(8p+)

2

9

4
(<20)

3
(50-7s%) (25-so%)

I2
( rOO*1 ( 70- I.00)

55
(s-ls) (n1[)

25
(10- ls) (niL)

3l
\2 2a

21
(ca60k$ [<10kgJ

2l
( 1 Srw,n ttrs') ( I0tlumths)

sil 5l

SISAT BIACK YEI,IOII'
TIflNE. FIIM FI LAMENTS

3s4
(20-s0) (8s+) (50-80)

454
(s0'-80) (80'") (50-80)

0sz
(nir) (v.goo$ (n.-or1

7 -ls 10

2I?
(50-80D (8o+1 (.so-80)

345
(2s-50e) [<25%); (nirl

124
(100+) (70- 100) (<55)

145
(2s+) (<s) (nil)

224
(r0-,1s) (10-1s) (<5)

445
13 L7 28,

555
(calo0kg) (ca225kg) (cazzskg)

,055
(2nonths) (Syears+) (Syears+)

2L 42 lts

,t3
' V|CTOff*'+lmuFpsrrw r*o*t11\I\ qr wprt*{woN



iv) Sisal twine rotted within two months i-n seawater.

While it seemed to resist silting, it was attractive

to fouling organisms and of Iow strength. These

d.j-sadvantages make it impossible to use in mussel farming

operations.

v) Black film scored highly on the total count althoug-h

not as high as the yellow filaments. However, unlike the

yeIlow filements, it was extremely successful in

attracting mussel spat and retaining its catch. It also

scored highly on strength and durability. It deterred

settlement of tunicales and barnacles and was not subjected

to too much silting. It was attractive to Ryene11a,

amphipods and polychaetes. Although its total score was

lower than that for yellow filaments it was considered.

superior to it for mussel farming.

vi) Yellow filaments rated high on strength, d.urability

and resistance to silting. ft was not fouled by colonial

trrnicates or barnacles and only a few amphipods were

fognd on it. However, it was not very attractive to mUssel

larvae and, those that did settle were not retained well.

While scoring high on a total cor:nt, it failed in the

important catchability and retention ratings'

B) Successful Collectors

The total number of mussels to settle at Elier. Waimaru

and Beatrix Bays on the short term collectors was 4958

of which L459 were Perna and 3499 Mytilu.s. Of this total

u+



48.4* settled on coir

18.6? on l:rlack rope.

rope | 32.92 on black film, and

Perna settled most on the black

film (4L.92) | while Mytilus was attracted rnainly by the

coj.r rope (56,68) (see Table 3.12).

The long term collectors collected a total of 4056

mussels | 2557 of which were Perna and, L499 ULgilus.,

Perna was found predorninantly on coir rope (42.1-9.l

whj-le }ttytilus seemed to prefer the black film (37.68).

When both species were taken together coir rope was the

most successful. It attracted 39.08 of the mussels

settled throughout the e>rperj-ment, the black film caught

34,98 and the black rope 26.l-2.

The above are cumulative totals of collectors from Elie,

Waimaru and Beatrix Bays. There were considerable

differences in the performance of the two best collectors
(coir and black film) at different localities. Table 3.13

shows coir rope to have been more successful than the

black film with Perna at EIie Bay (782 mussels against 554) ,

but at Waimaru and Beatrix Bays the same species prefered

the black film. ivlLt!.I.us settled at nearly equal densities
(411 and 494') on both collectors at Elie Bay and showed

a slight preference for black film at Beatrix Bay, but

decidedly favoured. coir rope at Waimaru:Bay-(1359 against

254). This marked. preference for coir rope at Waimaru Bay

was caused by an unusual settlement of 1031 Yytilus on a

single collector (I0cm long) during a period, of 30 d"vs

from 27 September 1973. The same collector had three

u5



TABLE 3 ,l'2 PERCENTAGE SETTLEMENT AND SUR,IIIVAL ON T}IREE

SUCCESSFUL MATERIALS*

4
z
&
til
o|

SHORT TE*M

toNc TERM

GArN ILO$,S

COI R
ROPE

28.86
(,42 1)

42 ,0 I,
(108r)

+156.8
[+650)

'56.'62
(reEr)

53 .82
r50 1)

-7 4,V
( _ 1r180 )

B tACK
R.OPE

29,.26
(427)

24.57'
{627)

+46r I
f+2,00)

BL.ACK
FI IM
41. tt8
( 611)

55,55
( 84e')

+ 58.9
ft2 5e)

29,ZtI
cL$2?)

37.55
(s62)

- 44.9
(- 460)

32,93
( 16 35)

3if .9 0
( I41 1)

- 13.4
(-219)

TOTAI,

1,00
( t4se)

100
(?s5 7)

+75.2
(+ 10,9 $)

ICI0
( 54ee)

100
(l4se)

-57,3
G2a07)

w

Fl

H

F{

E

SHORT TEBM

LONG TERM

,GArN /LOSE

(4; r7
( 4e6)

29,62
(42s)

-15.5
(-67)

Ui

Fl

F
o
F

SHORT TERM 4',8 ' 45
(24A2)

LONG TERM -59." O 5
( rs 82)

GAIN /L0SS - 34.2
(- 820)

I 8.62
(e2 3).

26,47
( r056)

+'tr 4 .4
("* 153)

100
( 4es 8)

r.00
,( 40s6)

-18,.r
(-e02)

* eunulative to.tals fron Waifaru, Elie and Beatrix Bays
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Perra and three ryenElla resuLtlng in a mean settlenent

density, of 16.52 larvae,/eiu2.

TABTE 3. 15 COMPARATIVE SETTTEMENT AT DI FF]ERENT STATIOI{S

Pern a

l,lyti lus

Total

Pe,rn'a

Myti Lus

Tot al

Forn a

Myt.i lus

Tst al

619

r 559

le 78

9-4

718

812

COIR, ELACK
ROPE FILM TOJAT

782 55/+ 1556

411 494 905

r. 19 3 1048 224r

t{l
H

Fu

g
'14

=

x
HHt-
rrl
IE

720 133i9

254 1613

97'4 29s2

18.8 282

837 155s

102s 1837.

MusseJ. .larvae oR alL l.olg t"T csir and black filn
colleetors frorn aLl three stations we.l:e divi.cled into

eight size classes. T'able 3. L4 shows that black f,ilm

had a higher pereenta'ge of ttre ttrree snaltrer size grouPs s

28.28 agairnst 2l-.04; l9-5r* against 15,1t i 7.8* againet

5.5*. Coin roBe carcied $rore of the larger mussels 3

35 . 6* agains€ 29, .2*,' 9'.2t against. 2 . 3t ; 2. 8t agaiust

L,s't; witlr the exceptiori of ttre 15-20nm group whlch was

more abr:ndant on ttre blaek ft,ln (2.8'S agai.nst 2.0*) -

Irong term rqpe sarqrJ.ee .ftom Slie Day were examined for

,t7



TABLE 3.14 ANALYSIS CI.F SETTL]EMENT OI{ T}SO COILECTORS

AECORDING TO SIZE*

8[.ACK FItM

250
-500,pn

EOI R R.OP-E

PM

25.;9 (2,s0) I0,.4[ 52]

P lil Total.

55.Sr(287) le.4(1Oe) 28.2(5e6)

25.5,(1e8) r4,5( 82) le.s(474)

6,6( 5s) 10.o( 56) 7.8(i11)

33.7 (286) 22 .L(Lz+\ zig.2l4\g)

Total

2t.o(332)

s00
-8s,0um 17.2(186) ro.6( 55) xs'1(?39)

85OUm

-1.0.no 5.2( 56) 6,2( gL) 5.5( 87)

1.0
-5.0,nra 58.1(4tz) 50. r(151) 59,6(565)

5.0
-10.,0nm 7.4( 8q 13.0( 65) 9.2[145]

10.0
-15.04rn 2.2C 24) 4.0(

l's.0
-20.0un 1. 3( 14) 3.5,(

0.9( 8) 4.3;( 24) 2.5:( 32)

20) 2.8( 44) 0.2( ?) 3.4( re) r.s( 21)

1S) 2.o( s2) 0.r( 1) 6.8( 58) 2.8( 59)

>20n0nrn Z.7C 29) 22,, 1 ( l I l) 'e, 8( l4o) 1.,4( 12) re.5(Ir0) I.v{L22)

TUTAI,S lOO

(108r)

100

(s01)

1,00

(15$2)

100

(84s)

10CI

(s62)

100

(r4os)

tcurnulative totals ffon E,Xle, Wainaru ,and Be,atrix B,ays lOng tern sa,qtl,es'

Actual figures in brackets
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organisms other than mussels and the results are given

in Table 3.15. All fouling organisms except polychaetes

settled predominantly on coir rope. This material

attracted,54.7Z of the barnacles, 34.68 of the amphipods

and 42,92 of the ltlrenellp. Ivlean cover by colonial

tr:rricates was 29.L2 of its surface area. The black

rope and black filrn \^rere similar in their lolr numbers

of barnacles (79 and 60) and amor:nt of tr:nicate cover

(9.72 and 8.48). Ailphipods on the black rope were 35.6t

of total , .RygS 3 3 . 7? and polychaetes L9 . 4*. B lack

film was low in all fouling organisms except for

polychaetes which settled best on this rnaterial (44.Lt^)

of the total.

The three collectors ii/ere graded comparatively on a

three-point scale and the result is shown in Table 3.15.

AII three materials were good collectors of mussel spat

and they all retained. their catch. The trvo synthetic

materials scored much higher than coir in their ability

to resist fouling. They were also stronger and lasted.

longer in seawater. The collector with ttre best prospects

for mussel farrning was the black rope follovred closely

by ttre black film,

I,lussels can make an active

1973). They are known to

algae, Hydrozoa and other

Colman 1940, Harris 1945,

choice of setting place (Muus 
'

be attracted. to filamentous

filamentous material (Coe L932,

Korringa 1951, Weiser L952 |

ilg
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TABbE 5.16 6RADING OF SUCSESSFUL

T.O TIiEI R S,U[ TABI LI TY

M.ATE RI ALs ACCORDING

FO;R I'fltSSEt FARMTNG

SETT'LE MENT
(PE RNA)

SET'T'IEMENT
(MYrr LU$)

RE'TENTION
(PE RllA)

'RETENTION

(ltYTr tus)

GR,ADIN G

BARNACLES

TUN ICATES

A.ITIPFIIPODS

RYENELLA

P'OTYCHAETES

GRADING

COI R

ROPE
2

(? 8. 8s)

3

1s6,62)

5
(+ ls6. 8)

I
(=7 4 ,7)

I

I
( s4. 7)

t
(?9 . 1)

2
( 3,4.6)

I
(42,9):

2
(36.4)

7

B,LACK
ROPE,.,

(2e.26)

I
(r4.17)

2
(+ 46. 8J

3
(- 13. s)

I

2
(2s.7)

3
(e .7)

2
( 5s .6)

2
( 35. 7)

3
(le.41

t?

g

( ca20 30kg)

3
(5 y'e*rs+)

z6

BLACK
FI Llll

5
(41.88)

2
(2e.?L)

I
(+ 58. e)

7,

(-44,9)

8

3
( le .6)

3
( 8.4)

3
(29 . 8)

3
(23.4)

I
( 44. r)

13

I
( ea10,0'0k g)

2
(ca Syears)

26

STRS.,NGTH 1
(casO0'k g)

DURABITITY 1
(15'nonths)

FINAL
GRADITNG.

lrE

UFpen figure
lowe"r f,i gute

e,ach cas€ is
brAEkets is

the 'assigned griade 'a p€rcentaBe sott lenent.
f,n
1n

t2I



Chipperfield 1953, Ve:rvey 1954, De Blok & Geelen 1958,

Brienne f960, Bayne L964a, I,ubet 1969, SeeC L969a, Le

Gall 1970, Bohle I97I, Hrs-Brenko 1972, Hickman 1975).

Seasoning of surfaces by epibionts is discussed. elsewhere

in this stuCy ancl Perkins (L974\ gives a list of reasons

why bacteria and diatoms enhance settlenent. However'

Brunette (1970) obtained settlement of Perna on glass

after only four days of irnmersion and De Blok & Geelen

(1958) maintain that general morphology of the collector

is more j-mportant than chemical factors. l4ussel larvae

of different ages are known to seek different surfaces

for settlement (oe elok & Geelen 1958, Bayne 1954a) ' and

according to And.reu (1958a) mussel larvae settle on

collector ropes in spring but not in autumn, when they

settle on rocks and other littoral structures.

The present study has shown a preference for materj-als

which provided filaments and niches in the form of

ramifications. Settlenent was also observed on hydroid

'stems' (see Plate 3.10). There was also a marked

preference for the darker of two othe::vrise j-dentical

collectors (polypropylene tiUrittated film) .

Although it is not knotsn for certain why the black film

should be so efficient in attracting mussel larvae

examination by scanning electron m:lcroscopy showed that

in the fibrillation process the black film tended to

fray much more than the white film (plate 3.11) - This

t22



Perna canaliculus juveniles settled on hydroid'

I stems t .





Scanning electron micrographs of three materials

used as collectors of mussel spat.

A coir rope

B white polypropylene fibrillated film

C black polypropylene fibril-lated filrn
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resulted in a surface covered in micrscopic 'hairsl

that appeared to provide an effective substrate for

the settlement of mussel larvae while inhibiting most

competitors. Barnacles either did not settle at all,

or iohen they did, they failed to survive. The s-creacJ,

of colonial tunicates, which usually smother newly

settled mussels on ropes, was apparently slowed d'own

by the fibrous nature of the fibrillated polypropylene

fi1m. By the time the tunicate colony started. spread'ing

the juvenile mussels were already established and of a

size not affected by these competitors.

The fibrillated film is not strong enough by itself to

sustain the weight of a crop of fully g:rown rnussels-

Therefore, short pieces of film were inserted into the

J.ay of the black polypropylene rope (plate 3.L2n)at 20cm

j-ntervals. This combination of black polypropylene film

rope and crosspieces of the same material, has proved

highly successful as a collector of mussel spat. It

required little or no seasoning in seawater before it

collected mussel larvae, and the settlen'.ent of competing

organisms was greatly reducbd.

The use of crosspieces in the lay of the rope invariably

led to clumping (plate 3.128). During these initial

e>rperiments the distance betyeen crosspieces was 20cm.

If this distance was to be reduced, settlement may well

be continuous along the entire rope. The same combination

is also being investigated in the Philippines (TorteIl,

t25



A Black polypropylene film used as crosspieces

in the lay of a rope of the same material-

B Thj-s combination was very sllccessful in

attractinq mussels but it resulted. in clumping-
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1975) rvhere it may also be successful with Ivlytilus

smaraqdinus.

C) Fouling and Coirpetitors
t

Fouling organisms may enhance or inhibit spatfall (Oavies, 
,

19 ?3) . A great deal of pr:blished material exists on the

season of settlement and biotic succession of fouling

connunities in general (Coe L932, Hewatt 1935, Scheer

1945, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution L952, Ralph & 
.,

Hurley Lg52, Skerman 1958, 1959 , Lg50, I"lisely 1959 , t'

Brunette 1970, Colgate 1971, Jones & Eltringham L97L, on

Luckens 1970, I975a, 1975b, 1976\ . While most of the

work has been j-n relation to ship fouling , some authors

have discussed fouling in the context of a marine farm

(Itiyazaki 1938, Andreu I968a, Favretto 1968, Hrs-Brenko &

Igic 1958, Ryther 1968, Bardach et aI L972) -

The most co1nmon fouling.organisms encountered in this

study were ascidians, barnacles, amphipods' and polychaetes.

Of these, the ascidians v/ere the most serious due to their

prolific breed.ing rate and their ability to smother newly-

settled mussels (see also lr7ilson & Hodgkin 1967 ' Anon :

L974a). Although,Miller (197f) maintains that ascidians

exercise considerable choice in settlement and that they

respond to the rshadow reflex', Brr:nette (1970) states

that they were not selective for substrate being "equally

common on ropes, glass slides, and asbestos plates , .....
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I

j ust as cofirmon on the upper surface of plates as on the

lower surface I o c o c. no preference for settlement at

aJly light intensity". According to Ralph & Hurley (f952)

they spawn over many months with a settlement peak in

spring and sumrner. In the study area the ascidians

appeared in spring, flourished, in summer and normally

abated during autumn (see also Anon L974a). They did not

exhibit any preference for depth but they did sett,le best

on natural materials. Their prolific adrrance was slowed.

down and possibty even inhibited by materials of a fibrous

nature li-ke rubberised hair packing and fibrillated.

polypropylene fi1m.

Barnacles are knovrn to seek rough surfaces in preference

to smooth ones (Barnes, 1956), clean rather than fouled

(Brr:nette, J'970) and darkness rather than light (Visscher

L928, Gregg 1945). Houghton a Stubbings (1963) showed

that optS-mum depth for Elminius modgstus was between

four and five metres. Barnacles also orient themselves

along grooves (Crisp & Barnes, l-954) and other surfaee

contours, and this response is greater than their response

to light (Houghton, 1971). In the present study barnacles

selected sisal twine as the prime settlement material,

followed by coir. The other materials (all synthetic)

were either sparsely settled or not at all. There did

not appear to be any prefered depth but there was. a

preference for certain stations within the study area.

Waimaru Bay had less barnacles than any of the other

stations and this could be due to the swift water currents

tzB



to rvhich this area was occasionally subjected. Perkins

(L974') consj-d.ered a current of two knots as the limit

for settlement for Elminius modest,us. Although no

direct current measurements are available it is thought

t,hat curren'ts oi' tiris speed r..,rere not unccrunon at l'Iaimaru

Bay especially at the time of the equinoxial gales j-n

spring and autumn.

Rlzenella and

found on the

Hiatella were the only bivalves commonly

ropes other than Perna and l.lytilgs.

Although it settlecl in large numbers, Ryenella did not

survive long on the ropes and is not thought to have

provided any competition for the Perna and Mytilus,

juveniles. Hiatetta settled at lesser densities and

sought the inside of clumps. As such it did not compete

with the commercial mussels for food. and it took up

verlf little space. %ne1la settled best on coir and

black film and seemed capable of selecting the black

film in preference to the white.

Amphipod.s are often not considered. fouling organisms

(Coe L932, Wej-ss 1948, Ralph & Hurley 1952, Luckens

L976). Hovrever, Brunette (f970) encountered them in

Kenepuru Sound throughout his study. They were also

very abr:ndant during the present study especially on

coir and sisal. Of tlre synthetic materials they prefered

the black film and settled least on the yellow filaments.

Although they are not thought to constitute any d.irect
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competition for mussels, except possibly in using up

potential settlement space, they are undesirable on

the ropes since they are thought to attract predatory

fish (Itliyazakj- , 19 38) .

Polychaetes also attract potential pred.ators. Hovrever,

the number of sedentary poJ.ychaetes rvas insignificant

and only errant wormsi were taken into consideration

in this study. These were attracted equally by coir

and black film, but in neither case were ttrey very

numerous.

It was not possible to detect any depth preference by any

of the important fouling and. competing organisms down to

3.5m.

3.4 CONCLUSIONS

1. The reproductive cycle of Pe_rna qan_aU-c_u1us

appears to be inf luenced by water t,emperature. When

the tenperature reaches 18t0.5oc in spring mussels

are stimulated to spawn but a further rise in temperature

inhibits this process. When the tenperature falls to

l8t0.soc after the stunmer maxima mussels spawn once more

and continue to do so until spent.

2. The duration of pelagic larval life has not been

130



determined. Complex biological and physical factors

acting on this phase can affect the survival rates and

distribution so much as to make larval density

inappropriate as an indicator of imrnlnent spatfall

except, perhaps, at tirnes of maximal activity.

3. A pealc in sparvning need not be followed by a

peak in the abund.ance of planktonic larvae and this

d.oes not necessarily lead to a peak in settlement. The

latter is a function of larval survival and dispersal,

as well as the presence of a suitable substrate.

4. A broad temporal relationship was found between

spawning adults, pelagic larvae, environmental conditions

and settlement of Perna in EIie Bay during the study

period. However, a strict correlation betrveen settlement

and other phenomena cannot be attempted without' daily

records over a period of years and until this is achieved

accurate and reliable spatfall prediction is not possible.

5. Black fibrillated potypropylene film is as attractive

to mussel larvae as the more traditional coir rope. AIso

it j-s more resistant to fouling, comparatively stronger

and lasts longer in seawater.

6. A rope manufactured. out of the black film was not

as attractive to mussel larvae as the film on its oetn

while ttre film on its own could not support a crop of

l3t



ful1y grov/n mussels. A combination of crosspieces of

black polypropylene fibrillated film in the lay of a

rope of the same material was extremely successful and

appears to hold great potential as a new rope for

mussel farminq.
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Among the factors that neecl to be considered in assessing

the suit.ability of an area for the suspension culture

of rnussels are the following : the Ceqree of exposure

to ',vind and wave action; the depth of r,vater and

circulation patterns; water tenperature' salinity and

productivityi enrichment and, other forms of rvater

pollution; road access; adjacent land' usage; and'

conflicting interests (Brick L970, Guard I97I, Bardach

et al L972, Anon L975, Dare & Davies 1975, Figueras L976).

Beab,rix Basin forms part of the Cook Strait climatological

regime and is subject to high winds for most of the year

(Robertson, :-g73) (see Figures 2.7 anC .2. 10) . The high

hills which surrognd the Basin on most aspects tend to

funnel the rsind, augmenting its force at sea level.

E>cposure tO wind action can be severe. .Ho!,/ever, wind-

generated waves over 1.25m are unconrmon outside the

central and eastern regions (see Figure 2.3) due to

lack of fetch.

Commercial rafts often rise 1-2m above the water surface

(plate 4.I). They are subject to wi-nd action which can

cause them to drag or break their moorings, or to sustain-

structural d.amage. The use of .such rafts in the BeatriX

Basin would be restricted to the sheltered areas in the

southern region. The risk of d.amage by wind and waves in
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Commercial mussel rafts from the Marlborougrh

SounCs. The raft in the upper right picture

is a spat-col-lecting raft, hence the proximity

of ropes to each other. Note the effect of

tidal currents on the ropes suspended from

tl-re raf t in the fower left picture.





the more e>posed areas is recluced vrhen the long line

system of buoys (Plate 4.2\ is employed.. The low profile

and roundeC surface of Lhe buoys offer lit.tle resistance

to the wind. Waves can breal< right over the buoys

rather than strike against thenr and Lhe flexibility of
the long line eliminates the danger of structural Camage

from differential stress.

Mussel- rafts in the Galician-bays of Spain are largely

confined to depths of about 10m (Bardach et aL, L972)

to obtain protection from storrns, maintain navigational

channels -and, avoid-anchoring complications. The 20m

isobath in most of the Beatrix Basin is contparatively

close inshore (see Figure 2.5). MusseI farnring structures

moored in up Lo 20m d.epbhs (even aL 25m in the southern

region) will not be unduly exglosed to wind and wave

action, neither will they hinder navigation. However,

anchorage in these deeper waters could present problems

and will certainly add to the cost of installation.

I{ater ci-rculation in the Beatrix Basin is discussed in

Section T\ro and tidal current patterns illustrated in

Figure 2.2L. Surface water movement is strongly

influenced by the wind and areas having favourable, fast

currents are inevitably e>rposed to the wind. Such areas

as found in the eastern region, could be used for spat

collecting since only small structures are required for
this puryose and it is known that fast water currents
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enl'rance settlenent (lVoods HoIe Oceanographic Institution

1952, Wisely 1954).

Differences in temperature and salinity between various

areas ';ithin the Beatri:< Basin crre only slignt (ligures

2.L3 and 2.14) under normal conditions. Occasional

lowering of salinity can take place in the southern

region as a result of its weaker circulation, extensive

catchment area and higher raj-nfall (see Section Two) .

However, the influx of freshwat,er is soon dissipated and

while it does not seem to effect the mussel population

there appears to be sone mortality among tunicates (see

also Hrs-Brenko & Igic 1968, Bardach et a} L972). It

appears that in EIie Bay, in years of 1ow rainfall in

sununer, fouling organisms are more prevalent-

Methods for assessing the food available for mussels

are discussed fully in Appendix A. The concentration

of particulate organic nitrogen in Beatrix Basin comPares

favourably with records from Spanish mussel growing areas

(see Benitez-Alvarez, 1965) and it appears unlikely that

food wilt be a lirniting factor in the event of intensive

mussel farming.

Mussels are susceptible to pollution from industrial

rvastes (Fossato a Siviero L974, Kerkhoff L974) as well

as domestic wastes (Venkataraman & Sreenivasan 1955r Duff

Perna canaliculus has a tendency to1967, Mason 1971).
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accumulate lead and iron (Nj-e1sen & Nathan , L975) .

Beatrix Basin is entirely free of any domestic or

industrial discharges but pesticide and iertiLtzer

residues as v/ell as animal wastes could enter the vrater

due to the steep topography of the area which results in

consid.erable surface n:noff aft,er rain. However, the

small concentrations involved, the large dilution factor

and favourable water currents are expected to preclude

any serious pollution from most of the Basin.

There are three native bush reserves and one recreational

area ad.ministered by the i'larlborough Maritime Park Board

in the Beatrix Basin (Department of Lands & Survey L959,

Trotter 1974). The reserves are sltuateC ctn the rvestern

shore of Beatrix Bay, the headland behind I'Iaimaru ancl

Te Puraka Points and. the eastern sj-de of !,Iet In1et. Hopai

Bay is designated a recreational area and is the venue

of the annual Hopai sports on New Yearrs Day. The

remainder of the land surrounding the Basin is farmland,

mainly sheep but with some beef cattle. There are no

more than ten permanent households in the area. Guest

house accommodation. is found at Wet Inlet and Elie Bay

and private holiday homes are si-tuated on the western

shores of Crail Bay and in Laverique Bay. A sawrnill at

Manaroa (Clova B.y) was closed down in 1973. Visitors to

the area are few and restricted to the two guest houses

except on the annual sports day at Hopai- Road access

is by a tortuous loose gravel road from Picton or Havelock
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and most visitors arrive by the mail boat which visits

the area twice hreekly. Few fishing parties use Beatrix

Basin and the area is not popular for boating. Commercial

fishermen have been seen dredging on rare occasions

near the entrance to Beatrix BaY.

The remote situation of the Beatrj-x Basin gives the

prospective marine farmer a degree of insulation from

holiday.makers, boat owners and, other people with

conflicting interestst it also means less likeU-hood

of pollution. However, remoteness will create some

problems for the mussel farmer especially at harvest

time. The road head at the l4anaroa wharf is the only

alternative route to the long sea route to Havelock where

the nearest processing facilities are situated-

MusseI farrning operations are excluded from Hopai Bay

due to recreational use. After taking into account

navigational requirements, marine farming in the rest

of the Beatrix Basin is restricted solely by the degree

of e>q>osure and depth of water- A corridor, ahout 200m

wide, betlveen the 5m and 20m isobaths follows the coast-

line on the western shores of Crail Bay and the eastern

shores of Beatrix Bay. These, together with some larger.

embayments, are ttrought to be suitable for mussel farming.

Figure 4.1 shows the areas which could be utilised for

mussel farming r.rithout any extraordinaqf precautions, those

areas which could be used if adequate mooring arrangements
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Potential mussel farnr-ing areas in the

Beatrix Basin.
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are provid.ed., and those areas which while too exSrosed.

for normal farming operations are thought to be suitable

for spat collecting. An estimated 328 hectares appear

suitable for rnussel farrning in the tseatrix Basin, of

these , 76 hectares rvould require special precaug'ions

because of e>rposure.

A long line, 100m long, could be oriented at right angles

to the coast rvithin the corriC,or.described.abover. allowing

50m each end for mooring. If such long lines were spaced

lOm apart, each hectare would accommodate five lines.

Each long line can carry 400 growing roPes (spaced 50cm

apart) and if ttre mean length of each rope (depending

on depth of water and handling facilities at harvest time)

r./ere to be 5m, the total mussel rope on each long line

would. amor:nt to 2000nr. This makes a total of 10000 metres

of rope per hectare.

Production estimates vary considerably. Bard'ach et al

(1972') estimated that mussel production in Spain was

about 600 tonnes/hectare /year when using rafts. Hot{ever,

Andreu (1973) showed that the figure is unrealistic since

it is based on production from the.raft area itself and

fails to allow sufficiently for the considerable area

which a raft requires to swing with the tidal currents

and wind action. Mandelli & Acuna (1975) appear to have

made the same mistake when they estimated that a yield

of 1000-1500tonnes/hectare/year was possible by raft
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culture in Venezuela. While raft cultivation of mussels

must make plenty of sPace available for the rnovement of

the rafts themselves, the long li.ne system does not

require such extensive spaces between the structures-

An estimated 20 tonnes/hectare/year using long lines

in Kenepuru Sound (anon, L975) appears to be a highly

conservative figure and no indication is given as to

how the estimate vras derived.

A mean settlement of about 25 mussels per l0cm collector

was obtained d,uring the present study (see Table 3.7) ,

indicating that a density of about 250 mussels per metre

could realistically be expected. Mean mussel weight at

harvest is about 40g hence the yield per metre of rope

would be about 10kg. If a hectare carries 10000 metres

of rope, dt a rate of 10kg/m, total production would be

IOO tonnes per hectare per year, If all of the potential

328 hectares in the Beatrix Basin are enPloyed. for mussel

farming, up to 32800 tonnes of mussels Per year could' be

e><pected. At a return of $300 per tonne (Anon' 1975)

the harvest of mussels from the Beatrix Basin could be

worth nearly $10 million.
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AP P9}1DI:{ A

DIFFICULTIES IN THE DETERIVIINATION OF THE AVAILABLE

FOOD FOR IqUSSELS
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5.1 MUSSEL FOOD

Not all suspended particles filtered by mussels are re-

tained and used as food (MacGinitie 1945, Korringa L949 |

Thiesen 19?2). This is not because of size since thev can

retain particles down to the size of large colloids

(verwey, 19521, and mussels have been reared on an exclu-

sive bacterial diet (Zobell & Feltham 1938, ZobeII &

Landon 1937). Jorgensen (1949) observed young mussels

feeding on suspensions of different types and came to the

conclusion that if the animals are disturbed' or they dis-

like the food, they can alter the retention rate of their

filtering mechanism - thus they can allow graphite par-

ticles through while retaining smaller flagellates. That

mussels can be selective in their feeding is beyond doubt.

The filtering mechanism of mussels was described by Verwey

(1952) who postulated that while the laterofrontal cilia

of the gil}s functioned as food retainers, their effi-ciency

was limited and therefore some other filtering device must

be present. Jorgensen (f960, 1965) describes how, when

feedingf undisturbed in waters of rather low concentrations

of suspended matter (as is normal in natural seawater) t

mussels tend to cover the entire gill surface with a mucus

sheet which increases filtering efficiency. When d'isturbed

or when feeding in waters with a high amount of suspended

material, or when the food is unusual (as is often the case

in an experimental situation), the mucus sheet is not used
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and the sorting mechanism starts to function- rt seems

therefore that mussels in their natural surroundings are

capable of filtering extremely small particles from the

water and that they are not unduly selective unless the

concentrab.ion of suspended, material is high. ;\ny suspendeC

material can therefore be filtered unless ib' is too large

(over 40Um) to enter the ostia. This means that besides

the living phytoplanktonic organisms, mussels also feed

on detrital and faecal ma'b.ter, which in enclosed' bays anfl

estuaries could make up a high percentage of the total

suspended matter (868 in the Ria de vigo, according to

Fraga I Lg67). In fact the mean proportion of phytoplankton

retained is only 9E while it is 3oa in the case of detritus

(Fraga & Vives, 1960).

5.2 IVIETHODS OF ASSESSMENT

The most widely used method of assessing productivity is

by determining the concentration of photosynthetic pigments

by spectrophotometry. But chlorophyll is not necessarily a

good index of organic matter (Stee]e & Baird 1951) since it

is quickly lost from organic detrital matter and such

measurements would therefore give an underestimation of the

total food available for mussels. Phosphorus, Iike chloro-

phy}I, is also quickly d.ecomposed, mineralised or denatured

following the death of the organism (Menzel & Ryther' 1964)

and is likewise therefore not a good indicator'
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l.leasurement of food production in situ or under simulated

conditions by the uptake of labelled carbon Dioxid'e

(Steeman Nielsen 1951, L952), or the production of Oxygen

(Radakrishna, ]969\ , is also not entirely satisfactory

since it only measures prinarir productivity and not total

food available for mussels.

Direct quantitative estimation by either weighing or

counting techniques have been used by Utermohl 1931, Cole

& Knight Jones ],g4g, Krey 1949, ,Jensen E Sakshaug 1970,

Marshall et al L972, and many others. These technigues are

not only time consuming, but according to Strickland. &

Parsons (1959), give no measure of the food potential of

the particles.

lko fractions of organic detrital matter that remain as a

residue even below the euphotic zone are Particulate carbon

and particulate nitrogen (Menzel & Ryther, 1964). Aecord'ing

to Fraga (1959) the best indicator of the available food for

mussels is particulate niLrogen.

5.3 COLLECTING THE SAMPLE

The method of sampling, the volume of water to be sampled,

as well as the immediate treatment of the sample depend

wholly on the subsequent method of chemical analysis. The

concentration of Particulate organic nitrogen is rather

low and this necessitates the filtering of large volumes
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of water.

The particulate matter in the sample can be extracted by a

continuous centrifuge (Richards & Thompson, L952) or by

f .i 1 -:ra ticn . f i I bratlcn me -"hocls are supe:ior (Crei tz &

Richards 1955, Humphrey & I\rootton 1966) as they result in

a higher retention rate. Humphrey & Wootton (oP. cit.)

tested, a variety of filters and found that l4illipore mem-

brane filters were considerably superior to either Whatman's

glass fibre filters or the schleicher and schull paper

filters, or in fact any others they tested with the excep-

tion of Soviet filters of the same type as Millipore. It

Seems that the various pore sizes have no effect on re-

tention ability but make a considerable difference to the

flow rate (Humphrey & Wootton op- cit. ) .

Pumping the water sample through the filter enables the

selection of large volumes of water from particular strata

with minimal disturbance to the stratification' (Vollen-

weider, 1969). A peristaltic type punp is ideal since it

also avoids contamination from the collector (Go1terman,

1969). The water pressure generated by the pump must be

controllable since an excess can damage both the filter

and the organisms (Parsons, 1956). Humphrey & wootton

(op. cit.) report no adverse effect on the organisms due to

high suction pressure. The SCOR-UNESCO Working Group 17

(1966) , however' reconlmend a maximum suction of two-third's

atmosphere as sufficient, since there is no material
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increase in flow rate with higher pressure'

The sample should ideally be analysed right away in order

to avoid. contamination, denaturing, of other changes. As

this is not possible, a means of storage fcr transpori

must be found. Raymont (in Golterman ed' 1969) recommends

freezing at -20oC as a good general method. Sulphuric

acid is normally used if the sample is to be analysed' for

nitrogen (Golterman, 1969) -

5.4 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

As a first step in the determination of nitrogen the

sample has to be oxidised. Oxidation with permanganate'

which had been used for a long time, has been ruled out

by Lopez-Benito (1955) , Fraga (1959) and Maciolek (1962).

The latter author replaces the permanganate with dichro-

mate. Hewitt (1958) boiled Chlorella in sodium hydroxide

before determining nitrogen. A more recent development is

the use of ultra-viol-et radiation to photo-oxid'ise the

sample (Armstrong et aI 1966., Armstrong & Tibbetts 1968'

Henriksen 1970). Digestion by sulphuric acid is the usual

method and this is followed either by spectrophotometric

determination - Nessler technique (Bendschneider a Robinson

Lg52, Riley 1953, Jacobs Lg62) or determination by titra-

tion - Kjeldah1 technique (Krogh & Keys 1934' Harvey 1951'

among others).
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The only method generally recommended for the estimation

of nitrogen by Golterntan (1969) is the micro-Kje1dahl

technique. After d.igestion of the sample in a solution

of sulphuric acid. and sodium sulphate, the nitrogen (in

the forn of ammonia) is distilled out with a Parnas-

Wagner apparatus and collected in boric acid. This ammonia

is then estimated titrimetrically-

5.5 THE PRESENT STUDY

Samples were collected using the shipboard centrifugal

punp on the r v Tirohia. The pump was set at 1000 revolu-

tions per minute and the pressure adjusted to two-thirds

atmosphere by the use of a bypass system- Ifater was

filtered through a t'lillipore celIulose-acetate (Celotate)

filter which was nitrogen-free and had a pore size of 0.8Um

(see Plate 5.1). The flowrate through the filter slowed

down to almost nil usually after about an hour when about

50 litres had been filtered, The time it took to reach

this stage varied and depended on the amount of suspended'

particulate matter

The filter with samPle vtas irnmediately introcluced into a

Kjeldahl flask eontaining 39 Na2SO4 in 8mI H2SO4 and three

selenium-impregnated boiling chips. The flask was then

sealed and transported to the laboratory at ambient

temperature. In the laboratory the samPle l^tas boiled' for
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PIJ!-{TE 5.I V{ATER SAI'IPLTNG FOR PABTICULATE ORGA}TIC

, NITROGEN

Apparatus on r v Tirohia f,or collesting samXrle of

P'atticuLate matten . .

A - pressure gauge

C '- intake hose-

B - by-pass

D - filter holder

PIATE 5.2 ATEAIIY TS FOts- DETIERI'III$ATTON OF' PARTTICUI,ATE

O,RGAI{IC NITROGEN

Apparatus for ch,ernical anal-ysis of filtrate.

A - migloburners and exhaust tube

B - c,ondenser for distiLled anuaoni,a

C - boric aciil sol.ution to collect anrnonia

distillate
D - modifiecl Parnas-Wagner disti[,er
E - stean gexerato-r

F - micrometer burette for dispensing hydrochloric
acid

G - saniple holden with probe and mechanicaL

stirrer
I{ - pll neter for dlet€niination of titration

endpo-int
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about 12 hours (Plate 5.2A) until the solution cleared to

a pale straw colour. Distilled water was added on cooling

to bring up the volume to 50m1.

r\liquots (t5rnl) of the solu*-ion wer? then introduced into

the inner chamber of the modified Parnas-Wagner distiller

(Plate 5.2D) and steam was bubbled through after the addi-

tion of an excess of cold 508 NaOH. Ammonia was liberated

and, condensed (Plate 5.28) and collected in an almost

saturated solution of H3BO3 (Plate 5.2C). This was then

titrated against standardized 0.lN HCI (Plate 5-2G)- A

micrometer burette (P1ate 5.2F) was used to dispense the

HCI and a pH meter (Plate 5.2H) was used to determine the

end-point after failure to do so using Bromocresol Green/

Methyl Red indicator. The following formula was then

applied: -

Nhtvh mw NHt * V, mwN g at N/litre

10 00 v. * v* mw NH3

where:

Ng

vh

mw NH3

V*

va

Vry

mwN

normality

volume of

L7

volume of

volume of

volume of

14

of HCI

HCI used in titration

digestion mixture (50mI)

aliquot (15mI)

water sample filtered
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. In spilr,e of t.lae above measures it was not possib;le Lo

dete,rmine the- srld,:-point of the titration accultatellir enough.

A tentative mean figure of 11.7gpg at N,/litre was obtalned'

fllorn water Samples collected in eartry qilinter (June,). This

flgure cgfitpdEes f av.ourably wlth'that obtained by B.eaitez-

Alvanez (1965) at the same time of the year in Ria de'Vigo,

Spain,, nanely 9,5Fg at, N/Iitre' fhe'technique did not

aGhieve: the degree of, discrirnination n€ce s,ary to deterrnine

seasonal variation, TwO remedies were cOnsidered but

neither wa5 foUnd f,easible. Filteringr a oonsiilerably

greates voLg4e of water would have prOvided suffici'ent

particulate uratter for preaise d,etelsrination of nitrogent

but, this was not J.ogi.sticalll' Bossib.l.e. I'urther Fefi.ne-

ment of the technique was b.eyond the facitri-t'ies av,ailable

and' rny competence Ln the field of analytical chernistry-'
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APPENDIX B

E}GERIMENTAL REARING OF MUSSEL LARVAE IN THE LABORATORY
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

Bivalve larvae have been reared successfully by Guillard,

(1957), liidu c Ukeles (1969), Wisely (1964), Wa1ne (1956) '
LoosanofE et. al (1956), Lunetta (1959), Culliney (1971),

Loosanoff (1971) and others, and the methods are well

documented. Such larvae can be used to stud.y the effects

of numerous environmental factors upon their development

and metamorphosisr ds well as aid in positive identification

of planktonic larvae.

Musse1 larvae reared as part of the present project failed

to metamorphose. Since this constituted only part of a

wider programme it was not possible to 9o beyond these

initial experiments. The methods and results are described

below followed by a discussion as to the possible causes of

failure.

6.2 METHODS

The Physical Plant

The larval rearing unit (Figure 5.1) consisted of a condi-

tioning rack, constant temperature baths' a supply of

filtered and sterilized seawatere 3Il axenic culture bank.

and a culture of mixed algae.

The holding and conditioning rack for ad,ult mussels
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DIAGRAM OF LARVAL REARING UNIT

The unit consists of three parts a conditioning

rack with heat.ed and cold seawater, a supply of

filtered. and sterilized seawater, and constant

temperature baths.
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consisted of twelve clear perspex tanks of c. 14 litres

capacity, each supplied with cold and heated seawater, and

drained by an overflow on the side. (vide Plate 6.1)

The tanks could be disconnected from the drain and removed.

for cleaning-

The cold. water to the conditioning tanks cane d.irectly from

the main reticulation of the laboratory (90r000 litre

volume; 5,500 litres throughput per hour) and was kept at

100-110 litres/hour,/tank. The heated \^tater was supplied

by a system similar to that described by Walne (1964). The

wooden heating tank was lined with fibreglass and, coated.

with a polyester resin. Heating was achieved. by three 3kW

Vitreosil immersion heaters. A flow of up to 50 litres,/

tank,/hour could be maintained. Each tank received a supply

of both cold and heated water and the final temperature in

each tank was achieved by altering the proportions of cold

and heated water. This made it possible to have a range of

temperatures using the same source of heated water.

The constant temperature baths used for incubating the

larvae were heated individually by 1.5kW Inconel immersion

heaters. Temperatures up to 35o C could be maintained with

a variation of t 2oC. Each bath was covered by a clear

perspex dome which conserved heat while avoiding water loss

through evaporation.

Water for use in larval cultures was filtered and sterilLzed.
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PLATE 6.1

PLATE 6.2

PLATE 6.3

PLATE 6.4
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PI"ATE 6. }

LAR.VAL NFARING UNIT

The cond.itionLng rack showing the holdin$ tanks' with the

seanrater heating tank in the upper eenLre crf the pict'ure.

PLATE 6.2

LARV'AL RIIARING UNIT

The a.1ga1 cul-ture bank.

PI.ATE 6.3

I,ARV.AL REARING UNIT

The filter holder and U.V. sterilizing unit are seen on

the wall. white the constant Lenperature ba-ths alre in the

f,oregroutrtd.

PI,ATE 6.4

SP-AV{NX}IG INDUCTION DISH

Aulgcomve $aoiiana in individual spawning compartments.

,Sone ind,ivl.duals have eornraeneed spawning.
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It was first passed through a Millipore cartridge filter

(Type Millitube PFIMF) of 1.2pm pore size, and then steri-

tizecl by an ultra-violet unit as described by Loosanoff &

Davis (1963) and shown in Plate 6.3. Water was pumped

through the system at a maximum rate of 80 licres/hour,

depending on the age of the filter. The stainless steel

filter housing showed early signs of corrosion but bacteri-

ological tests (incubation of sample on agar) showed. no

signs of contamination.

Axenic cultures of Isochrysis galbana and Mongchrysis

Iutheri were grown from innocula supplied by the Fisheries

Research Division of the Ministry of Agriculture and

Fisheries. Glass carboys of 15 litre capacity were used

for the main cultures (Plate 6.2). Continuous illumination

wassuppliedbyPhilipsrl65w,/34Rsfluorescenttubeswhich

also helped to maintain a temperature of around 19oC.

Compressed air filtered through a cellulose-acetate filter

(0.8Um) was used for agitation. Provasoli (Provasoli et al,

1957), Oregon University (Malouf, L970) and Erdschreiber

(Walne, L966\ culture media were found to require consider-

able time to prepare. Vegeinite Yeast Extract was an

excellent substitute. After gentle warming and dilution

with equal parts of distilled water, it was used at a rate

of 2.0m1 per litre of culture medium. A chemical analysis

of Vegemite appears in Table 6'1.

Another type of a1ga1 culture, suitable only for adult
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TABI,E 5.1 VEGEMITE APPROXI!4trTE AbIAI,YSIS

Vegemite = a coneen:trated autolysed. extraet made fton SacCqronyCet

cerevisiae alld other brewersr yeasts.

AppToxinate Vitamin gontenf (p,er g)

Moisture

Nitrogen

Protein (N x 6,25)

Ash

CarAohydrates

Reducing sugars

Ttriamine

Riboflavin

Nicotinic aeid

Pantothsnic acid

Folic acid

Choliue

Bistin .05-,07

Inosltol 1.2

P-yrodoklne

36.04

4.,5k

28.6%

1s.99

g. g%

t.3%

'140ug

L42Yg

1000Ug

Soug

2oue

5000p9

100mUg

10nug

15-2oue

l'sodit:rn chloride
I nhosphonrs Pentoxide

{ Potassiun nonoxide
l Magnesiunr oxide
LCalciun oxide

9.6%
?,4%
S.SPo

0.34
0.58

(as supplied by the nanufacturers - Kraft Foods [inited Pty)
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shellfish, was grown in household baths on the roof of the

laboratory by adding commercial fertilizer Lo seawater

(Loosanoff & Engle, 1942), There was no control over the

organisms being cultured, the amount of light or the

temperature, and the cuitures were rather poor in winter.

Conditioning

When P, canaliculus failed to respond to spawning stimula-

tion it was presumed they were not yet ready to spat/tn. A

number of mussels were placed in the conditioning tanks and

the temperature raised from 15o to 22oc at the rate of to/

day. During this time they were fed regularly with the

mixed algal culture. This method has been tried success-

fully by Loosanoff & Davis (1950, 19521 , Dannevig (1951),

Davis e Chanley (1956) , Aboul-Ela (1960) ' t{a1ne (1964) '
Malouf (1970) and others.

Since M. edulis spawned on stimulation it was not necessary

to condition them.

Spawning InductiE

Mature adult mussels were thoroughly cleaned by scraping,

rinsing in freshwater and drying, prior to being placed in

individual trays in anticipation of spawning (see Plate 5.4).

The filtered and sterilized water in the trays vtas treated,
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by the add.ition of 0.O$g/litre Streptomycin Sulphate and

0.03g/Iitre Penicillin. Although tl're cleaning process was

not intended as a stimulus for spawning, when applied to

g. edulis- and Aulacomya maoriana no further stimulation was

necessary.

P. canaliculus failed to spawn after cleaning and required

further stimulation. Ripe mussels were dlvided' into grouPs

of ten. A control grouP was left undisturbed while the rest

were cleaned in the Same manner aS above and each group sub-

jected to one of the following treatments:

1) Placed in treated water at ambient temperature

2) placed in treated. water at 24oC (Loosanoff & Davis

19s0)

3) Shaken vigorously in a bucket, then as in (2) (Field

L922, Young 1945).

4) Injected with KCI (Iwata 1951, Bayne 1965) ' NH4oH

(Sagara 1958)

5) Pricking the adductor muScle (Loosanoff & Davis 1950)

6) Tearing of adductor, then as in (1)

7l wedging the valves open (Loosanoff & Davis 1963)

S) Electric shock(Iwata L950, Sugiura 1962)

9) Left, d,ry for I hours, then as in (1)

l-0) Left under continuous bright light as in (1)

11) As in (r) with the addition of sPerln susPension.
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Culture Te-chniqueF

Sperm suspension was added to a 500mI flask containing ova

in sterile and antibiotic-treated water. After mixing and

allowing the ova to settle back on the bottom of the flask'

the water and excess spermatozoa were decanted off. Clean

water Was then ad,ded and the process repeated until most

material in suspension was removed. The cleveloping zygotes

were then left und.isturbed (apart from regular sampli-ng)

for 49 hours. Larval densities at this stage were c. 2O0O/

mI.

After 48 hours, large particles in

by a 120pm nylon monofilament sieve

ted on a 50um sieve. After rinsing

water they were returned to a clean

arbitrary amount of I. galbana and

The flagellate densities were not

the culture were removed

and the larvae collec-

with sterile treated

flask to which an

M. lutheri rvas add.ed.

determined.

6.3

Mytilus

RESULTS

ed.ulis aoteanus (Plates 6.5 & 6.6)

There was no difficulty in obtaining gametes from S. edulis,

in fact they often spawned spontaneously in transfer to the

Iaboratory. Keeping them out of water in a cool damp place

and minimum handling usually prevented precipitous spawning.
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PLATE 6.5

fuvttF us EDuLrs Ao.grAlius - l,A-RvAt DEVET,oPMENT

a) Spermatozoa

b) Ovurn wittr f:lrst Polar bodyr ex'trudeel (tr' hour')

c) First poLar Lobe (1 hour 30 minutes)

d) 2-ce11 stage (2 hours 30 ruinutes)

e) 8-ce11 stage (4 hours)

. f) 4[-ceII stage (3 hours)

PLASE 6.6

MYEILUS EDULIS AOrgA!{gS - IJA.RIIAL DEV$LOPMENT (continrr,edl)

a) Btrastura (e houre)

b) cili.ated gastrula (8 lrours)

cI Tnochophore,].arva (?0 hours)

,d), V-eliger larva - straight hi'nge (40 hours)

e) Velige-:r la:rra - early unbo (20 daysl

f) LaLe veli.grer (90 dafsl

Seale on bOth FLateS is IQU6 unLess stated othe't3lise.
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Mussels hrere cleaned of all adhering organisms and on heing

placed back in water spawning normally started within 2A

minuLes and 1008 spawning was achieved by 4-5 hours. Ova

measured c. 65Um in diameter and were emitted in short

orange rods, breaking up and set'tlj-ng quickly on the

bottom. Spermatozoa were ejected in dense milky white

clouds and remained in suspension. The total length of

the sperm head (including acrosome) was c- 7ym and' the

tail was 65pm. Spontaneous spawning normally took place

during the night or early morning.

The first polar body was extrud,ed after an hour and the

polar lobe fully developed after 90 minutes. The extrusion

of the second polar body was not observed. The 2-cell

stage was reached by 2L hours and after a further 30

minutes the embryo consisted of 4 cells (3 micromeres and'

a single large macromere), Ciliated gastrulae showing

slight rotat,ion were seen after I hours and the trochophore

stage after 20 hours. The stomodaeum was noticed soon

after and this was followed later by the appearance of the

shell gland. The veliger stage $tas reached after 40 hours

and the larvae now measured '120Um across the longest axis.

The straight-hinge stage was Passed after 20 days and at

30 days the umbo was distinct. At this stage the veliger

larvae measured c. 280Um. Eyespots appeared after 45 days

and nylon monofilaments were provided as a settlement

surface. After 90 days the larvae had still neither
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settled nor metamorphosed and the experiment was terminated.

Aulacomya maoriana (Plate 6.7)

Some A. maoriana were collected along with t't- edulrs-

The mussels did not sPawn after cleaning or after a rise

in water temperature to 24oC and they were returned to

running seawater at 16oC. After 15 hours it was thought

that some gametes had been released and after rinsing,

the mussels were placed in spawning dishes where all

spawned that evening.

The eggs were fertilised and after 13 hours most had

reached the ciliated gastrula stage and were very mobile.

An excess of sperm was still present in the culture and

a number of morphologically abnormal larvae were present,

due perhaps to polysperny, A11 but the free-swimming

larvae were discarded and the remainder reached the trocho-

phore stage within 33 hours and ttre veliger stage within

60 hours. On the fourth day a dark glandular area was

obvious in the central region of the animals (see Plate

6.7e, f , and g). This was not seen in the larvae of U.

edulis although they had been fed on the same flagellates.

After 8 days most of the 'Iarvae lost the straight-hinge

but there was a great variation in size. The prodissoconch

stage was reached. on the 15th day and by the 24th day some

individuals were up to 300Um in length. There was still

zol



AULACOMYA MAORIfu\A - LARVAL DEVELOPI,IENT

a) Spermatozoa

b) ovum with first polar bod.y extruded.

c) Ciliated. gastrula

d) Trocophore larva

e) EarlY veliger larva

f) g) Veligers

h) Late veliger

Scale represents 10Um unless stated otherwise
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no sign of foot and the majority had succumbed to ciliate

infection. The experiment was terminated after 30 days

without settlement or metamorphosis taking place-

Perna canaliculus (Plate 6.8)

P. canaliculus failed to respond to any spawningr stimulation

even after conditioning. The fact that spawning took place

among the control group seems to indicate that among the

stimulants used there must have been an inhibitor. Scraping

the shell clean and placing in sterile treated water was

carried out for all the induced groups and either or both

of these procedures could have inhibited spawning.

Spontaneous spawnings took place in the laboratory but

cultures raiseC from these or from control groups were con-

taminated and d.id not survive past the 8-cell stage, Ova

were perfectly spherical and c. 68Um in diameter while

spermatozoa had a total length of c. 55pm of which 5pm was

the head. The 2-cell stage was reached after 90 minutes

and after 2b hours Some 8-ce11ed embryos were observed.

Some embryos reached the ciliated gastrula stage after Lz

hours but looked very abnormal. No flagellated trochophores

were seen after 60 hours and the culture vtas discarded.
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PERNA CANALICULUS LARVAL DEVELOPMENT

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Spermatozoa

Ovum

2-cell stage

4-ce11 stage

B-cell stage

Sca1e represents 10Um
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6.4 DISCUSSfON

"Rearing larvae is often the most difficult part of marine

cultivation" (Mason ' L972). Experimental conditions which

are apparently j-dentical ofi,:n procluce drfferent results

(Wa1ne, 1956). Failure to rear bivalve larvae in the

laboratory could be due to poor handling facilities for

eggs and larvae, lack of proper food, mortality caused, by

parasites and pathogens (Loosanoff & Davis, 1953), and

lack of a suitable settlement substrate (Bayne' 1965).

A11 gametes used. in these experiments were shed normally by

the parents since it is known that stripped gametes often

Iead to abnormal embryos (Loosanoff & Davisr 1963, Walne'

1964a). Although no control was exercised over the guality

of water (apart from sterilization and treatment with anti-

biotics) or the ambient environment, this should not have

hj-ndered larval development. Oxygen content and inorganic

ions of the water as well as light intensity seem to have

no effect on delay of metamorphosis (Bayne, 1965). Cultures

were kept at room temperature (c, 2OoC with a drop of up to

5oc at night) (c.f. Loosanoff & Davis, 1963)- The method

used for changing the water and washing the larvae seemed

less traumatic than that of Loosanoff & Davis (f963) -

Cultures $/ere normally started at densities of c. 2000 ova/

mI. Davis (1953) and Loosanoff & Davis (1963) have shown

that at densities above 1000/m1 development can be impeded.
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While in the present study up to 504 of embryos were

discard.ed at the first water change, the larval density

could still have been too high.

l{hite (1937) reared M. edulis larvae on ltiitzchia anC

Loosanoff et aI (1955) say that they will "thrive on most

micro-organisms provid.ed they are small enough to be

inqested." Isochrysis galbana and l4onochrysis lutheri
were used in the present experiments. These two algae

are not only small enough, but they also have no ce1l

wall and produce little, if dny, toxic external metabolites

(Davis 1953, Davis & cuillard 1958, Walne 1970). However,

an excess of a1gal food could well hinder development and

no check was kept during the present experiments.

As a rule gametes were obtained from parents that had been

cleaned and placed in sterile water treated. with antibiotics
before spawning commenced. Embryos in these cultures

appeared. healthy and active and no parasites or pathogens

were noticed. in the cultures. Irlhenever gametes were taken

from holding tanks without the parents having been prepared,,

contamination with ciliates was evident and often the

embryos were abnormal and soon died. By preparing the

parents and avoiding gametes spawned under uncontrolled

cond.itions it was possible to eliminate all parasites and

pathogens.

Loosanoff et aI (f951) and Loosanoff (1959) provided no
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special substrate for the larvae and succeeded in obtain-

ing settlenent on the glass vralls of the culture vessel.

Howeverf Bayne (1965) found that larvae become capable of

attaclunent a considerable tiroe before they will attach on

glass ancl chat the majority di-e before doing so. I{e also

found. that filamentous algae were a successful substrate

vrhile nylon filaments were extremely unsuitable. Since

mussel larvae settled well on polypropylene filaments in

the field during the present experiments, the Same material

was offered to the larvae in the laboratory but without

success. Synthetic filaments in the field have a chance

of being 'conditioned' by epiphytes while the laboratory

filaments were sterilized before usel This could. well be

the reason for their failure to attract any larvae-

In conclusion it can be said. that the present experiment

was partially successful in rearing the larvae of U-

edulis and A. maoriana but that these larvae failed to

metamorphose,

a high larval

the lack of a

The most likely causes of failure !,tere

density, an excess of food organisms and

suitable settlement substrate.
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